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at Law,
Utorney* ami Counsellors
M A INK.
KlMFOKD FALLS,
Just what the laws ought to be in reDepartment.
A H|v> iai Ollectlou
T. Parker gard to partridges, quails aud other
Kal^h
^eorye l>. Btobee,
game birds is a question that doubtless
has more than oue side to it, as is the
L. HICK,
case with most questions.
ρ
The game
laws are not uniform in the several New
Surgeon Dentiet,
Kngland states and they are so liable to
MAINE.
ΓΙΙ PARIS,
changes from year to year that one needs
■,· bc*t wor* warrante*!.
\
to consult the statutes often to avoid
«langer of prosecution in case one is
H »" JONES,
tempted to seek a gam« dinner from the
woods, even though the woods be a part
Dentist,
of the homestead farm. All laws ought
to be based on justice as far as
possible
NORWAY,
and in accordance with good common
W 12—1 to 4.
Hour»—9
yit
sense.
As a boy I have enjoyed settiug
and tendiDg snares in the fall of the
A.M M.D.,
m:\TIo WOODBCRY.
year. Some of the tirst mont»v I ever
earned was for game
caugh^, in snares
Physician and Surgeon,
set in my father's woodland, and at
maine.
soirni paris,
that time I had heard of no law in regard
li High Street.
to such game.
I would no more think
ι».i-e ^η·Ι reaMence,
of destroying young birds of the woods
1' IT. SMITH,
at that time than 1 would have thought
of killing my chickens before they were
Attorney at Law.
of market size. We usually began to
MAINE.
vorwvv,
set snares in September at the time the
a Special ty
Collections
ne Bl«<k.
Il
leaves were falling from the trees. At
that time none of our neighbors objectPARK.
ed to having snares set in their woods,
; KKRICK Λ
but 1 soon learned that hunters disliked
Attorneys at Law,
snares and would destroy them whenMAINE.
ever found.
1 also learned later that
BETHBL,
Kilerv C. Park
ϋ*οη E. Herrlck.
laws had been enacted in our state reA
stricting the setting of snares. I also
learned a little later that partridges
-UN S. HARLOW,
sometimes do much harm in winter to
Attorney at Law,
apple orchards that are near tracts of
MAINE
woodland. An orchard that I planted
1>I XKIELD,
from trees raised from the seed when
I was a boy became so badly injured
WHEELER,
every hard winter by the disbudding of
partridges that 1 had to dig out the
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, trees
and use the land for other purposes,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
and this after the trees had been id bearWheeler.
Alton
C.
Wrljcbt.
ing several years and were uearly at
their best as producers. I used to sit
i>ut in the orchard many cold hours
STATE OF HUME
to get a shot at the birds that
waiting
Court
Supreme Judicial
OXFORD, S3.
came out to the trees between sunset
Judicial
of
the
Supreme
I
the Hod. Ju-tl'-e
When I could get two or
fo«· and daik.
rt uext to be hidden at Paris, within anil
three in an evening it was fun that
.mtity of Oxford, aforesaid, on the second
I .. ν!ay of Much, to the year of our Lortl, one 1 would pay for being rather cold, but
ti: ι-aii'l nine hundred and live:
when night after night I had to go home
Itc-pectfullv Represents. Mattle l>. Freeman
f li .iifunl, In the County or Oxfonl. aforesaid,
empty handed, the fun wasn't there.
Ber»hof
wife
ι· α *ne I« the lawfully wedded
After a few years of unsuccessful warIn the
r.uii I!. Freeman, formerly of Boston,
fare against the birds I was not sorry
..'îionwealth of Massachusetts; ihat she »»«
on the 14th
when 1 saw hunters with their dogs
* ully marrie·! to her said husband
ν
of" December, A. D. isyy, at Tauuton, In thinning out the birds in the autumn.
min«.il·I I omiuoi)wealth, l»y Ketr. o. .1. White, a
Towards the quail I felt differently.
ister of tbe Gospel duly authorized to solemnize
wife at They seemed like domesticated birds as
i.trrlagea, and resided with him ae
MUton. North Prescott. Koxburvand D-.n-hester, they travelled over the open fields and
In said Commonwealth. until Mar. Isth. 1WU, since doubtless did much go.»d in destining
■vhl· h time to the present 'lav your libellant aland wife insects that would be injurious to farm
>ges that the relationship of husband
greater part of the and garden crops.
1 never could have
it uot existed; that for a
whereabout»
the
IWd.
time since «al·I March Isth,
forgiven a hunter for shooting at a dock
wn
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to her;
hu-bau<l have t>een unkn
her «al
t it she has alwavs conducted herself toward
er said husband as a faith'u', true and affection
si·· wife, but that he. wholly n-g in Heat» of bis
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The opinion, so often expressed, that
there is no profit in poultry, ie but an
impression obtained by those who keep,
or see poultry kept, under unfavorable
conditions.
Larger livestock would be unprofitable if reared and cared for in the careless manner that poultry is cared for by
many farmers. Horses are not left to
run in the woods and fields all winter;
the dairyman who expects to make a
profit out of his milk shelters his cows,
feeds them with balanced rations and
gives them water regularly; even the
pigs and sheep have their pens and shelters, and are fed in the most scientific

sheep,
good stock,
swine or poultry; and it matters not so
much how tfye start is made to bring

way.
Good feed and good care go hand in
hand together, one being as important
as the other in the handling of livestock.
Unlesea man is willing to feed his livestock well and take good care of it he
may as well not invest much money in
pure bred animals for he will never find
much profit in the investment. Rut
whether a farmer keeps pure bred stock
or just common grades it is always poor
policy to almost half starve them, as is
sometimes done by some men. No
more livestock should be kept than can
be properly cared for and then let it be
seen to that they have that care.
To look after and feed a good herd of
cattle as it should be done requires considerable time and labor to say nothing
about the expense of the feed, but it is
pleasant work if the owner or attendant
is on as friendly terras with his animals
should be. They should be so
as he
handled as to be always glad to see him;
and on his part it should be a real
pleasure to attend to their wants, as
well as to caress and pet them; and all
of this extra care will be well repaid by
the animals in their gentleness and fondness for their attendant.—Cor. in New
England Parmer.
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than h shadow of excuse for her
mad (light
Beneath Ida scrutiny her face grew
coid. disdainful. "Like all men." she
said sharply, as though to stay the
trend of hi* thoui-.lits, "you arc prodigal in promises, but chary in fulfillmore
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"I liave uo fear," she answered tran-

[CONTIXVXD.]

bard. "It seems a priceless weapon,"
he added, his eye lingering on the richly inlaid hilt, "and has doubtless been
wielded by a gallant hand."
"Speak not of that," she retorted
sharply, a strange flash in her eyes.
"He who handled It was the bravest,
noblest"— She broke off abruptly, and
they left the cell, he locking the door

about the deriired result as it is that it
be made and made it should be in some

ty, Imperious, yet girlish, and the conviction crept over him there might be

By FREDERIC S. ISHAM,

"Listen," she said at length, slowly.
If poultry is to be made profitable the
"You need have no fear
Hocks should be treated in a rational Impressively.
for me wlieu you go. I tell you that
This includes
way.
proper shelter,
more danger remains to me by your
regular feeding, food adapted to the
fowls and the season, and the object in staying tlmn in your going; that your
feeding. It includes, also, attention to obstinacy leaves me unprotected; that
details that may be considered unim- your compliance would be a boon to
me.
portant at first sight.
Ity the memory of my mother,
The farmer, if a wise man, feeds his
by the truth of this holy book"—drawstock regularly. He has a careful overing a little volume passionately from
sight of the work and sees to it that it lier bosom—"I swear to what I have
is done right. If be cannot do it himher eyes met his
self, he appoints one of his helpers to told you." Eagerly
searching gaze, and he read in their
do it.
"I
The fowls usually do not fare so well. depths only truth aud candor.
They may miss a meal or two, and no- have a quest for you. It concerns my
body knows or cares about it. It may life, my hnpplness. All I have done
be everybody's business to look after for
you has been for this end."
them, and, as a result, nobody's. They
Fier eyes fell, but she raised them
a
few
of
or
nothing,
corn,
may get
quarts
"Will you accept a
and may eat snow, or drink from the airain quickly.
gutter, or go thirsty. They may perch mission from one who is not a pria
on trees,
on fences,
on the farm ma- cess?"
chinery, or in the cattle sheds aud sta"Name her not!" exclaimed the jestbles, or, even worse, in a dark, damp, er sharply, aud then, recovering himfilthy house, and the owner gives them self, added less brusquely, "What Is
no concern, because he thinks they don't
it you want, mistress?"
pay, anyhow. Of course they don't
"This is no time nor place to tell it,"
with such treatment.
But give the
poultry a chance and they will pay, and she went on rapidly, seeing by his face
pay more in
proportion to time and that his dogged humor had melted belabor expended than anything else on fore her appeal, "but soon, before we
the farm.
part, you shall know all—what it is I
wish to intrust in your hands."
Keep Good Livestock.
A moment she waited. "Your argua
It has been said many and many
ment .· unanswerable, Jacqueline." he
time that it costs no more to keep first
Biiid finally. "I own myself puzzled,
class livestock than it does to keep
but I Itelieve you, so—have your way."
scrubs and this I believe to be true.
"This cloak, then," handing him a
If it is not practicable for a farmer to
she had brought with her,
garment
all
herd
of
bred
animals
a
pure
procure
at
after selecting his "throw it over you," she continued
once he may,
favorite breed, use pure bred males and hurriedly. "If we meet any one it may
in this way be on the road to improve- serve as a disguise. And here is a
ment, and continually be working for sword." bringing forth a weapon that
the upbuilding of his herd. Starting in she had carried concealed beneath a
a small way, if necessary, he finally is
flowing mantle. "Can you use It?"
able to own a herd that he may well
"I can but try, Jacqueline," he reon
should
not
and
he
feel poud of
any
about his
accouut keep any other kind. There is plied, fastening the girdle
waist aud half drawing and then
a pleasure in owning and taking care of
whether it be cattle,
thrusting the blade back Into the scab-
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REASONS WHY MANY

least the spirit of them, are based on
which have been
.el and abusive treatment toward her, and ideas and customs
·· .ug able to labor and
provide suitable main. handed down from our European anof
their
t> .nice for her and their daughter, born
cestors who lived in an age when most
rmtrrlage In October, 1W>1. has grossly,
I refused to of the land was owned by kings or their
*
iit.nily and cru· lly neglecte I auher
and their favorites aud before common farmers
rovld·· suitable maintenance for
«aid daughter; that the re Ide· ce of the said were allowed to own the laud they cultiI rthram II. Fre« man 1* unknown to your libel
been a
lias always
vated. Hunting
t ind c mnot be ascertained by reasonable
favorite amusement for people in aullilgoi ce. aud thil «the baa resided in thl« state
faith nt Ica-t one y»ar next prior to the
1
thority, sometimes it if> wild game but
tl.lng of this Ubel.
Connot uiifrequently human beings.
Wherefore she prays that the I on·Is of matrl
«aid
her
and
herself
ni nv now cxlsttug between
ditions are somewhat different now in
usband be dissolved; that reasonable alimony this
to
is
uot
get
easy
country, but it
"lit .if the estate of her said hu-band be decreed
I minor entirely aw'ay from old ideas aud cusuiit- lier, toiteihejr with the custody of sal
I
as
have
of
four
sometimes
row
I
child
age.
thought
year»
toms,
1> ted at Rutnfonl, Maine, this second day of have watched the movements and heard
ISU5
D.
A.
February,
the remarks of some of our modern
M ATT IΕ I». FRKEMAN.
policemen when following out a "clew"
STATIC or M A INK.
that they were fully as much interested
• •\FoKO, aa.
Kumford, Maine, Feb 7, I we.
Ttieu personally apnea ed the above named in the hunt as in the prospect of imof
truth
tbe
to
oath
made
J
aud
l>
Freeman
Mattle
the condition of society by their
tl.e foregoing lib··) for divorce bv her signed In proving
achievements in "landing" the game.
tu t especially as to th t ρ irt re atII.
Freeman
If tish and game of various kinds are
ItifC to the residence of Berthram
Before me
useful to a community then it is evident
ALBERT J. STEARNS.
that the public should have the power Revival of Interest in Morgan Horses.
Justice of the Peace.
to protect them for the benefit of the
The revival of interest in the Morgan
Static tr Maine.
public, just as the public should have
heal )
of horse as a handsome harness horse with
destruction
the
to
cause
the
power
OAKoKn, sa.
better conformation and endurance than
injurious insects, weeds or diseases the trotter finds many warm friends
Supreme Judicial Court, lu Vacation,
February #, A 1>. 1W)5. { among human beings aud domesticated
and if Morgan breeders take up the
It is not an easy matter to
I'tsis rio Fokkûoinu Libkl. ORDERED. animals.
of the Morgans and by
T.'iat the Llliellant give uotlce to tbe said Berth
that will bear evenly on rich breeding
laws
formulate
selection Increase the else to suit the
r:tni II. Freemau. l.lbellee.to appear before the
and be just to all. It would
.Justice of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be the public
heavy harness market they will sell high,
ho len at I'arls. within aad for the Countv of seem that after a man had bought and
the Live Stock Journal.
D.
oxfonl, on the «econd Tuesday of March, A.
for a farm including woodland, that says
paid
libel,
sal
of
In addition to the above the editor of
I:» ">, bv publishing an attested copy
to have a control over whatand this order thereon, three weeks lurcc slvely he ought
Horse Breeder remarks:
American
the
In the oxford ι>emocrat. a newspaper printed In ever grows upon the soil or is found
of horses has ever yet been
I'.irls, In our County of Oxfonl, the Urst publt I upon it. But game birds which were "No family
■-atlon to be Jft days'at least pri >r to «aid second
produced that has had so many staunch
and hatched and grew up chiefly on my laud
admirers
Tuesday of March. 1W»5, that he may thnre
and
enthusiaatlo
friends
tin-η in our said Court appear and show cause, may also roam over the lands of my
such horsemen as appreciate an
if an ν be have, whv tbe prayer of said Llbellaut
an ownership in among
have
I
if
and
neighbor,
should not lie granted.
long-distance roadster as that
them because found on my premises all-day
S.C. STROI'T,
founded by Justin Morgan. Had they
then by the same rule ray neighbor can
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Couit
been bred with care and with a view to
A true copy of libel and orderof court thereon
claim and shoot them when they roam
their beet qualities, they
Attest: l HARI.K-i Κ WHITMAN, Clerk.
the law inclines to preserving
So
lauds.
his
over
Libellant.
A. J. stearus, Attorney (or
might have been popular to-day. Con·
recognize game birds as free plunder. ditions, however, have changed greatly
But not so with a tiock of turkeys that
1 ultrit NUtc· Branch of the
within the past 50 years. Long jourroam over aud obtain their living on
neys were then performed with horses.
perhaps a dozen different farms,of even
and trolley cars afford cheapcorn Now steam
when that living consists largely
er and much more rapid means of travel,
in
the
the
ears
from
shelled
standing
in the older states. The light
Of Iiondon.
field. In practice it is often found that especially
harness horse of to-day is used chietiy
On the list day of December, 1W>4.
a Hock of turkeys belonging to a neighfor short distanoe pleasure driving, and
The name of the Company Is the Phieulx As
bor may be doing me more good destroyhis speed
It Is loeated I
suracce Co., Limited, of London.
than they his value depends raoetly upon
and
crickets
D
A.
Ν
V.
ing
grasshoppers
al Nu 47 Cedar street. New York,
in capacity for a single mile over a smooth
IRVINC, Manager, Hone Office, London, En- harm me by feeding on the corn late
road. The Morgan cross, however, is
gland.
the season.
Neighborly neighbors do not detrimental
to speed and will impart
The Assets of tbe Company In tbe U. S. are I not often have much ill feeling in regard
valuable qualities to the best of the
as follows
to turkeys that roam over cultivated
and carriage families."
Ca«h on band an·! in the bands of
to the let- trotting
φ 3aS.SS7.37 I1 fields. I suppose according
Agents or other person»
inter of the law in Massachusetts an
Hon.Is owned bv the Company, bear·
Feeding Twice a Day.
lug Interest at tbe rate of—per
jured party can, by written notice,
with
cent secured as follows:
After
all
to
confine
many years'
poultry
oblige a neighbor
lulled States Government Bonds
I have
Market value '2*2.1.» On to his own premises, or be liable to flues stock of all grades and kinds,
"
'·
no
that feeding
526,000
come to the conclusion
St.tell..nde
for such neglect.
"
"
tiOS.435 UO
is
Municipal Bonds
"
"
In Northern New England the game twice a day, morning and evening,
1,187.202 5>>
Railroad Bonds
with
3.108.» laws are getting unpopular among the the most satisfactory, especially
l>eiits otherwise secured
158,3-6 76 farmers who yearly suffer loss of crops the dairy cow. This method allows
i»eMs for premiums
All other *eeur ties Intere-t due and
herds of deer. It more time to ruminate, and the cows
32,88642 from the sportsman's
accrued
are much more quiet during the day.
seems perfectly plain to me that the
#«..102,373.74
Total Aasrrs
far more to the interest of I feed according to requirements as to
game laws are
size and age of the animal. We still
LIABILITIES:
sporting men than to either the farmer
.1 48,021 no or the
As they now favor the dehorned dairy cow; also a
Losses adjusted and not due
as a whole.
public
W
154,762
for a year's
Losses unadjusted
exist in some of the states they are a manure cellar large enough
Losses in suspense, waiting for fur
of incon16.K7HUO temptation to farmers to become law- supply. After many years
ther proof
leanto (from
narrow
too
venience from a
4i.o77.aft breakers.
All other claims against the Company
which
Amount necessary to reinsure outI am sure that I should have to pray II to 13 feet) for dairy purposes,
1,871,12U.W
standing risks
the case in old styled
often not to be led into temptation if I is generally
·2,ΐη.(ΝΙβ.ίΗ found a herd of deer every morning barns, we added β feet to the width,
TUTAL llABI*iri»8
in making 19 feet, as it now is; also inW. J. WHEELER A CO.. Agents,
tramping down and eating the grain
laws certainly caeasing the manure cellar that amount
South I'arls. Me.
my fields. The game
a hundred
need overhauling in the interest of the at a very small cost, adding
A like change has
farmers whose crops are beiug destroy- fold to the value.
the barns on two neighed by protected birds and animals. been made on
with perfect satisfaction
Just how the laws should be changed is boring farms,
to the owners.
Japanese barnyard
a question that may need much earnest
millet is strongly coming into favor in
thought. The matter should be dis- this
in New England
section.—-Cor.
cussed freely in granges and farmers'
As eta Dec. SI, IWH.
#2.331.aeo «3 clubs in order that some agreement may Farmer.
Sto<-ksand Bonds
223.0A4 8S be reached in regard ;o what should be
Cash In · ill ce and Bank
3W<.21see
Ageuts' Balarces
law makers. Right in
Training the Colt.
5,783 34 demanded of our
Inte estand Rents,
«7 07 line with such discussion will naturally
All other Assets
If a horse is kindly treated and made
which
to
laws
relating
dogs
come in the
a pet he becomes very fond of his mas#2,871,284 38
Gross Assets
a menace to the sheep industry.
12.887 73 are such
I»edu t Items not admitted,
ter, says Fary Journal. But his affecare dog lawn
there
that
men
Some
say
tion is different from that of a dog.
#2,898,41C J5 enough now if they were only put in which continues to love his master
Admltte<l Assets,..
Liabilities Dec. 31.1M04.
force.
Perhaps that is true, but the even though the latter abuses him
# ls*,a85 44 matter is well worthy of more considerNet Cnpal I Losses
greatly. Rough, unkind treatment will
1jub.043 s2
1'oea oed Premiums,
than it has received of late li my
«3,022 32 ation
All other IJablU.le»
estrange tht affection of a
quickly
the
to
oo
adjoining
βίο.υοο
own state or others
Cash Capital Deposit
horse. His good horse sense diecerns
385 07
4-2
a
who
make
LUbilUie·
all
over
Farmers
specialty no particular reason why he should
Surplus
south.
to be able tc
love a master who habitually maltreats
#2.858,416 «β of apple growing ought
ToUlLlabllltlesa.il u-plus,
the
to
destroy
keep sheep enough
him. A horse trainer should bear two
W.J. WHEELSH A CO.. Agents,
from
of
fear
without
fruit
Injury
wormy
South Part·, Maine.
things in mind: To keep the animal's
Is
% widt
The
question
game
dogs.
affection, for without it his obedience
one.—A. W. Cheever in New England is forced and headway in training is
Farmer.
slow, and, secondly, never to allow him
successfully to oppose his will to yours
Cottonseed Meal for Cattle.
or he will remember it and try it again.
F. B. Mum ford of the Missouri ex
UK \DUATE OPTICIAN
Do you allow your turkeys to roam all
peri ment station writes to Breeder*ι
Gazette concerning the value of cotton over the country, tearing down other
seed meal for beef production. Froa folks' com and grain? If you do, you
six years' experience in feeding cotton ought to share your turkeys with your
South Paris, Maine.
seed meal at this station we believi 1 neighbors next fall. They will otherthat it will pay well to feed oottonseec ' wise be losers that you may have money
meal at 123.30 per ton to cattle on ful 1 iu your pocket, Rtirness is right the
PARKER'S
feed in winter wheu corn is worth 4i 1 world over.
NAIR ·ΛΙ·8ΑΜ
CIkmii and besutifles the he
cents a bushel.
Unless one has a lore for fowls he
la an Important rule in th< will not be very suooeuful in ponltrj
oar· of towu.
keeping.
! at

when the mind, tunea to a tension,
may almost feel what another experiences?
Why had the girl not gone
He rememliered
with her mistress?
she had evaded this question when he
had asked it. Looking at her. for the
first time It crossed Ills mind she would
beheld beautiful, an odd, strange beau-

Chance.

farmers' hens do not pay.

practical agriculture»' topic*

Oarae Laws and the Farmers.

I rois Moderate.
■

so IK· lté·
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THERE ARE GOOD

I
A<i(tre*s all communication» In
too<kal tor thlo department to Hknkt l>.
Haumosu, Agricultural Editor Oxford Democrat, Parle, Me.
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Licensed Anctioneer,
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SOUTH

behind him.
Down the dimly lighted passage she
walked rapidly, while the Jester tractably and silently followed. Confidently,
knowing well the puzzling interior
plan of the old pile, she traversed the
labyrinth that was to lead them without, flually pausing before a small

door, which she tried.
"Usually it is unlocked," she said in
surprise. "I never knew It fastened

before."
"Is that our only way out?"
"The only safe way. Perhaps one of

the keys"—
But he had already knelt before the
door, and the young girl watched him
with obvious anxiety. He vainly essayed all the keys save one, and that
he now strove to tit to the lock. It
slipped in snugly and the stubborn

quilly.
Again be let hep· have lier way as
one would yield to a willful child. On
and on they sped, past the place where
the deer run crossed the broader path,
through a η ever varying fortst, now
on one side u rocky basin overrun with
trees and shrubs; again, on the other
band, a great gorge in whose depths
flowed u whispering stream. Yonder

the gray walls of an ancient
monastery, one part only of which was
habitable; a turn in the road swallowed it up as though abruptly to complete the demolition time was slowly
to bring about. On and on, until the
way became wilder ami the wood more
overgrown with bushes and tangled
tfhrubbery, when she suddenly stopped

appeared

her horse.

understood. At last they were
And, remembering what lie
owed to her. the jester suildenly found
himself regretting that here -their
separated forever. Swiftly his
lie

to

part.

paths

mind flew back to their flrst meeting,
when she had flouted him in Fools'
hall. A perverse, capricious uiald—how
she had ever crossed him, and yet
nursed him!
Attentively he regarded her. The
customary pallor of lier face bad given
way to a faint tint; lier eyes were humid, dewy bright; beneath the little
cap the curling tresses would have
been the despair of those later day reformers, the successors of Calviniste
and Lutherans.
"A will o' the wisp," lie thought. "A
man mi^ht follow and never grasp
her."

consort Anne.
But a part of a minute the girl
gazed, with a new and softened expression. upon the marble likeness of
the last fair mistress yf the castle and

then hurriedly crossed the old mosaic
pavement, reaching a narrow flight of
stairs, which she swiftly ascended. A
door that yielded to the fool's shoulder led into a deserted court, ou oue
aide of which were the crumbling walls

chapel, llere several dark birds
perched uncannily on the dead branch
of the

"It Is now time." she said demurely, "to acquaint you with the mission.
Of course you will accept it?"
"Can you ask?" he answered earnest-

ly-

"You promiseV"
"To serve you with my life."
"Then we had better go on," she continued.
"Hut, mademoiselle, I thought"—
"That we were to part here? Not at
all. 1 am not yet ready to leave you.
In fact, good .Master Jester, 1 am going
1 am the quest; I am the
with you.

mission.

Are you sorry you

promised?"

CHÂPTEIt XVIII.
HI] the quest, the mission :
With growing amazement he
Kazed at her, but she returned his look as though enjoying

his surprise.
"You do not seem overpleased with
the prospect of my company?" she observed. "Or perhaps you fear I may
mock irony.
Incumber youV" with
"Confess, the service is more onerous
than you expected?"
Beneath her Hushed yet smiling face
lay a nervous earnestness he could divine, but not fathom.
"Different, certainly," he answered

brusquely.

Lier eyes Hashed.

"IIow complimen-

tary you are!"

"l-'or your own sake"—
"My sake!" she exclaimed passionately. Her little hand closed fiercely;
proudly her eyes burned into his.
"Think you 1 have taken this step idly?
That it is but the caprice of a moment?
Ob, no. no! It was necessary to ilee

But to whom
from the court.
Not to any of the
woman turn?
court—tools of the king. One person
only was there; he whose life was as
Do you under;<ood as forfeited.
a

itaud?"

"But

line?"

one

I

knew

Ji

slowly.

"You lived In the castle, then, when
it was the residence of the proud conYou must have
stable of Dubrois?
been but a child," he added reflective-

ly.
"Yes. but children may have long

memories."
"lu your cafte, certainly. IIow well
corriyou knew all the pansages and
dors of the castle!"
She responded carelessly and changed the conversation. The thoroughfare
broadening, for the remainder of the
day they pressed forward side by side.
But a single human figure during all
those hours they encountered, and that

when the afternoon had fairly worn
away. For some time they had pursued their journey silently, when at a
turn In the road the horse of the Jester shied and started back.
At the same time an unclean, offensive looking monk in Franciscan attire
arose suddenly out of the stubble by
the wayside. In his hand he held a
heavy staff, newly cut from the forest,
artns
a stock which in his brawny
seemed better adapted for a weapon
than as a prop for his sturdy frame.
From the rope girdle about his waist
depended a rosary whose great beads
would have served the fingers of Cyand a most diminutive, leathern

clops
bound prayer book. At the appearance
of the fool and his companion he open-

ed an enormous mouth and in a voice
large began to wldne

Holy Mother! In the name of the
saints, the apostles and the evangelists, St. Joliu. St. Peter, St."—then
broke off suddenly, staring stupidly at
the Jester.
"The duke's fool!" he exclaimed.
"What are you doing here? A plague
You have as many lires as a

his pilgrim's prop."

Hnto came nhe to know that
mueiot

forbidden

"Tlint my life belongs to you? Yes.
But that you should leave the courtwhere you have lnflueuce, friends"—
"Influence! Friends!"
He was startled by the bitterness of

her voice.
"Tell me, Jacqueline—why do you
wish to go?" he said wonderingly.
"Because I wish to," shç returned
briefly and strokid the shining neck of
her horse.
Indeed, iiow could she a|»prise him
of events which were now the talk of

the

court—how

Francis,

evincing

a

sudden Interest as strong as Jt was unment's hesitation rode after her. Llki
had exchanged Triboulet for
expected.
hei
one born to the chase she kept
herself, and the princess, at the king's
th«
to
lent, her lithe llgure swaying
taken the buffoon with
Soon th< , request, had
movements of the steed.
left the Klrl behind: the jesand
her
brighter green of her gown fluttered tress' welcome to the household of the
!
nmid the somber tinted pines and elmt
queen of Navnrre, a subsequent bewil*
ns the younger forest growth merged
dering shower of gifts, the complacent,
mon
of
primeval
Into h stern array
respectful, attentions of the
Here reigned au austere il although
η relis.
she had eudured these adhow
king;
>
th<
lence. ·ι stillness that now became
vances until no course remained save
more itartllngly broken.
the one site had taken! No, she could
"You ride farther, Jacqueline?" eaM
not tell the duke's fool all this.
the foul.
Between folle and fugitive fell a uiu"A little farther."
tua I reserve. Did lté divine some porhe
pro
to
far
return,"
be
"It will
tion of the truth? Are there moments

tested.

"How? Because I lived In the castle
before the king built the palace am
the new thoroughfare," she answered

with his staff. Woe betide the good
Samaritan who falls within reach of

placed them

"Because 1 am minded to show you
rethe path through the wood," she
and
it,
mistake
"You
might
plied.
then my purpose would uot be served.
wonf
Give me your band, sir. I am
re
to have my own way." And as he
luctantly extended his palm she placed
her foot upou it, sprlngiug lightly tu
"
"Tls but a cauter througl
the saddle.
the forest. The day is glorious, and
'twill be rare sport."
Already had she gathered in the reins
aud turned her horse, galloping down
a grove ol
a road that swept through
a mo
poplar and birch, and he after

she had not. unattended, entered that
forbidding territory? Tben she paused

bastian, St. Michael, St."Uut the fugitives had already sped
on, and the unregenerate knave turned his pious eloquence into an unhallowed channel of oaths, waving his
staff menacingly after them.
"I fear me," said the jester when
they had put a goodly distance between themselves and the solitary figure, "yonder brother craves almsgiving
with his voice and enforces the bounty

clump

why two boreee, good Jacque-

eye could reach no other human figures
were visible; the land outstretched apparently without end; no habitations
dotted the landscape aud the sole signs
of life, wheeling birds of prey. IanAt length
mildly floated In the air.
she glanced around. Was It to reassure herself the Jester rode near, that

rogue"again

a

τ

Now the road so narrowed he fell behind. The character of the couutrj
bad changed. Some time ago they hud
passed out of the wild forest and had
begun to traverse a great, level plain,
As far as the
broken with stubble.

"Call you yourself a monk, rascal?"
asked the Jester contemptuously.
"At times. Charity, good fool!" the
began to whine,
canting
edging nearer. "Charity, mistress, for
the sake of the prophets and the disciples, the seven sacraments, the Feast
of the Pentecost and the Passover! In
the name of the holy fathers, St. Se-

from them to her.
"From whence did yqu conjure them,
mistress?" asked the fool.
••Some

rode oil.

monk."

glanced

there,"

"You may be an enchantress, mistress. but the spell you cast Is not diablerie," he answered in the same tone.
"Fine words!" she said mockiugly.
"ΒιΓ it remains to be seen inio w hat u
world I am going to lead you," and

upon It!

of willow and aspen on the other side
Beneath the spreadlug
of the moat.
branches were tethered two horses,
saddled and bridled. Wonderingly he

geutlp

ablerie?"

proportionately
right vigorously:
"Charity, good people, for the mother
could church! Charity in the name of the

his coma

Loi us ri».»1 <jUt into the
world. At least it is bright and shinlug today. Do you Tear to follow me,
elr, or do you lt»*lieve with the hunchback that 1 am an enchantress and
cust over whom 1 will the spell of di-

"Come, then.

abruptly and the fool approached.
••l'y this time the turnkey should be
relieved," she said.
Lint not released," he answered,
holding up the keys which lie yet wore
at his girdle. "They will have to come
ery.
he con"The greater danger Is over," she a long distance to And them,"
the keys far away
said quietly. "From now on there is tinued. and threw
upon the sward.
less fear of your being taken."
he answered,
"They may not think of following ou
"Thanks to you!"
this raad at' all." she returned. "It Is
searching her with his glance.
since
Here he doubted not she would make the old castle thoroughfare, long
known the quest of which she had disused."
"And leads where?"
spoken. Whatever It might be, he
"Southward, to the main road.
would faithfully requite her, even to
be
"How caiue you to know it.'
making his own purpose subservient
asked quickly.
to it.

high arched entrance to an olden bridge
that siwnned a moat. Long ago had
the feudal gates been overthrown by
Francis, yet above the keystoue appeared not the salamander, the king's
heraldic emblem, but the almost illegiBeble device of the old constable.
outstretched a
ditch
the
great
yond
rolling country, on which the Jester
gazed with eager eyes, while
panion swiftly led the way to

returned gravely.
Her face broke into smiles. "What a
she
exclaimed.
cavalier!"
devoted

Did she read what he felt, that mingratitude and perplexity? Her
clear eyes certainly seemed to have a
peculiar mastery over the thoughts of
others. Now they expressed only mock-

of a massive oak that had been shatIn its desolation
tered by lightning.
of
the oak might have been typical
the proud family, once rulers of the
castle, whose corporeal strength had
long since mingled with the elements.
This open space the two fugitives

quickly traversed, passing through

(t

"Where is it your pleasure to go? he
asked quietly.
."That we shall speak of hereafter,
she answered haughtily.
"Forward, then."
"I can ride on alone," she demurred,
"If"—
"Nay: 'tis I who crave the quest," he

gled

bolt shot back.

iu> nliiHMl
door behind
them «ml hastily looked arouml. discovering that they stood in a crypt, the
central part of which was occupied by
In the crypt chapels
a burial vault.
were a number of statues In marble
and bronze, most of them rude, antique, yet not of Indifferent workmanship. especially one before which the
jcstress. in spite of the exigency of
the moment, stopped as if impelled by
This monuan irresistible impulse.
ment. so read the inscription, had been
erected by the renowned constable yf
Dubrois to his young aud faithful

ment."

"You knew him?" she asked.
"I bad the doubtful pleasure," he answered. "lie was hired to kill me."
"Why?" In surprise.
"Because the duke wanted me out of

the way."

She asked no further questions, although he could Rce bv her brow she

Bad Blood

h responsible for most of
the diseases and ailments of
the human system· It se-

riously affects every organ

and fonction, causes catarrh»

Hood's Sarsaparilla

which purifies and enriches
the Mood as nothing else can

\
*

t

NUMBER 8.

s

effort to bear up under continrest ami
sharp riding—and tiie Jester reproached
himself for thus taxing lier strength.'
Hut ofteu when he suggested a pause
she would shake her head willfully, assert *Iiq was not tired and ride but the
Drave

Wuh the duke,
better than a commua assasthen,
Bin? Sbe frowned, tbeu gave an impatient exclamation.
"It Is inexplicable," ebe said, and

thinking deeply.

was

ued

no

rode the faster.
The Jester, too. wan silent, but his
mind dwelt upon the future and ite
hazards. He little liked their meeting
Why was the
with the false monk.
Franciscan traveling in their direction?
In the fading light fool and Jestress
drew rein and, moved by the same
purpose, looked about them. On the
one hand was the deserted, deeolate

faster.

"Xo, uo!" she would say. "If we
We
would escape we must keep on.
can rest afterward."
"Where do you wish to go?" he asked
her once.
"There is time enough yet to speak
of that," she returned evasively.
"You have some pin 11, mistress?"

plain, over which lay a sullen, gathering inist; on the other, the sombrous
obscurity of the wood. Everywhere an

"Perhaps."
Half shyly she looked at him beneath
her dark lashes as If to read how deep
ly he was ami »yed and, seeing Ins face
clear, laughed lightly.
"What are you laughing at, mis-

ominous silence and overhead the
crescent growing In luster.
"Do you see any sign of house or
inn?" said ibe girl, peering afar down
the road, which soon lost itself In the
general monotony of the landscape.
"None, mistress. The country seems
alike barren of farmhouse and tavern."
"What

shall

we

1

do?

am

hardship—insufllclcnt

llllluyul

lilt'

full

"The forest offers the best protection," he reluctantly suggested. Little as he favored delay, he realized the

wisdom of sparing their horses. Moreher appeal was irresistible.
She gaxcd half dubiously into that
woody depth. "Why not rest by the

A second inspection of the
place, h >we ver, awakened misgivings
The building seemed the better adapt
ed for 11 fn'tri'^s than a tavern, being
heavily constructed, with massive
doors and blinds and loopholes above.
A brightly painted stgn. the Kooks'
Haunt, waved cheerily, if Is true, above
the door, as though to disarm suspicion. but the Isolated situation of
the inn and the depressing sense of
the surrounding wilderness might well
cuuse the wayfarer to hesitate whethtives.

over.

the moonlight?"
"I like not the open road." he an"But if you fear the darkswered.
ness"—
For answer she guided her horse to
the verge of the forest and lightly
sprang to the ground. Upon a grassy
knoll but a little way within he spread

wayside—in

his cloak.

"There, Jacqueline, is your couch,"

er to

he said.
"Hut you?" she asked. "To rob you
thus of your cloak seems III comrade-

tarry there

oontjiiuc

or

ney.

his jour-

ship."

"The cloak Is yours." he returned.
"As it Is, you will find it but a hard
bed."
"It will seem soft as down." she replied and seated herself on the hillock.
In the gloom he could Just distinguish
the outline of her Itgure, with her elbow on lier knee and her hair blacker
than the shadows themselves. Λ long
drawn, moaning sound, coming •without warning behind her, caused the

It was a smoke begrimed apartment,
with tallies next to the wall un<i rout'h
chairs and lienehes for the μ nest*.
Heavy pine rafters spanned tie ceil
Ing. The Hour was sprinkled with
Kami. From a chain hung a wioiighi
iron frame for candles. Upon a nheif a

of UHttered tankards, suggest in;·
many a bont. shone dully, like a line
··-·
t
of war worn troopers, while a
pewter pitcher, the worse f<>t
commanded the disrepute I !e
In tills room was gathered a nondescript company—moiintelmnks ami
row

buffoons; rognes unclassified, drinking
and dicing; η robust vagrant, at whose
feet slept a performing boar with u
ring—badge of servitude- through its
nose; a

of anu«*«uient, a !» ?<f un
be'iie moriu leaned up.m u.e mine. iJ i.-t
bun» form- tor he was a gi.'iit among
stalwart men—and his great moon
shaped head made him at once an object hideous and miserable to contemplate. Hut the poor creature seemed
unaware of his own deformities and
smi Nil contentedly and patted the

expression

caressingly to the sprightly
rhythm.
( lazing upon this choice assemblage,
table

the plaisant was vaguely conscious
that some of the curious and uncomtie
mon faces seemed familiar, and
picture of the Franciscan monk «
tlie.v had overtaken on the ro.u
currcd to him. together with the

[TO

A
tossed.
friendly star seen
through the boughs lost Itself behind a
Yet no rain fell and the air
cloud.
seemed hot and dry despite the mists
A crash
which clung to the ground.
of thunder or a flash of lightning would
have relieved that sighing dolor which
tilled the little patch of timber with its

fit

UO.YTINL

and

1)«·<·«·|ι1Ion» of

Λ moment tint/ stood tliun.

ballad, arietta or pastoral,
he had before heard from her lips,
but a simple hymn, the setting by CalHow came
vin. The Jester started.
she to know that forbidden music?
to know, but to sing it as he
Not
as

only

had never heard It sung before. Sweetly it vibrated, her waywardness sunk
in its swelling rhythm, its melody
freighted with the treasure of her
trust. As he listened he felt she was
to him the hidden well of

betraying
her faith, the secret of her religion—

guests.

In appearance mine host was round
11 is hulk bespoke hearty
mid jovial.
living, his rosy face reflected good
cheer. Ills stentorian voice free and
easy hospitality. His eyes constituted
the only setback to this general iin
pression of friendliness aud fellow-

that she. his companion, was proclaiming herself a heretic and therefore doubly an outcast.
A stanza and the melody uied away
on the wings of the tempest. His heart
He looked exwas beating violently.
pectantly toward her. Even more gently, like a lullaby to the turbulent
night, the full measured cadence of the
majestic psalm was again heard. Then

ace?"

hated sect?"
"As true ns that you did not deny
the heretic volume found in your
room," she replied.
A silence ensued between them. "It
wns Marot placed the horses there for
us," she said at length. "He. too. Is a
a

heretic and would have saved you."
Thereafter the silence remained unbroken for some moments, and then
"God keep you, mistress," he said.
"(Jod keep you," she answered soft-

Soon lier deep breathing told him site
sleeping, and as he listened lu
fancy he could hear the faint echoes of
her voice, accompanied by the sighing
wind. How intrepid had she seemed!
How helpless was she now! And as lie
was

Tfc experienced farmer
has learned that some

bent over liar, divining, yet not seeing,
he asked himself whence had come
this faith In him, that, like a child, she
slumbered amid the unrest of nature.
What had her life been, who her
friends, that she should thus have chosen a Jester as comrade? What had
lier forth from the court to

grains require far differsome

than others.
He knows that a great
deal depends upon right
planting at the right
time, and that the soil

cnthandling

surmised
I titleless hazards? Had he
correctly? Was It—
"The king," she murmured, with sud
den restlessness In her sleep.
"The king," she rejieated with aver-

must be kept enriched.
No use of complaining
in summer about a mistake made in. the spring.
Decide before the seed

sion.

In the Jester's breast npleapcd a
fierce anger. This was the art loving
monarch who burned the fathers and
brothers of the new faith: this the
righteous ruler who condemned men
singing or for listo death for

is planted.

best time to reme-

dy wasting conditions in
the human body is be-

fore the evil is too deep
rooted. At the first evidence of loss of flesh

tiu

tening to grave discourse; tins
Christian king, the brilliant patron of
science and learning.
The storm had sighed Itself to rest,
the stars had come out, but, leaning
with his back against 11 tree, the fool

Scott's Emulsion
should be taken immediately. There is noth-

vigil.

ing

CHAPTER XIX.

an

Indefinable infinity

ternity,
Not only bad she donned tbe symbol
of her office, but she endeavored to act
sweet with the
up to It, acceptlug tbe
•our, with erer a Jest at discomfort
aud concealing weariuess with a suiile.

Often the fool woudered at her endurance aud her calm courage iu the face
of peril, for, although they met with
uo misadventures, each day seemed
fraught with JejuarUy. It appeared a

repair

that will

wasted tissue

further Inconvenience than the ordinary vicissitudes of traveling
without litter or cavalcade,
no

with vagrancy aud the Itiueraut fra-

soil than others;
crops need differ-

ent

driven

by suggesting

lu Ilu· nursery the 1«·:I»·»· of t!:«· law
leaves something i.i be desire; I, according to the I..nuljii ( 'lirouicle. A very Utile lady hud been t old
She
that it was rude to contradict.
schooled herself not to coutradict with
a
great conscientiousness, but une day
half Jesting aceusittlou made against
her by some unsuspecting uieinlier of
the growuup purt of the house nearly
luade her fall from a state of grace.
Luckily her imagination supplied her
with a compromise. In a voice trembling with tears and passion she gasped out, "I—I really think you are mistaken—you- you beast!"

occasionally

Xlird T> pea.

lad led away theii

as a

SEED
TIME

ly·

to wear the cap of the Jestress piquantthereI y perched upon her dark curls,

Π!ι'(!κ.

Some years aKo the editor of a dowu
east newspaper undertook to complihorses.
ment an eminent citizen as "a noble
"And have done well? Reaped a liar
old burgher, proudly loving his native
vest from the merry lords and ladies?"
state," but the neatly turned compli"There were many others there for
ment came from the compositor's hand·
folthe
returned
Jc<ter.
that purpose."
"a nobby old burglar, prowling round
of
door
the
to
lowing the proprietor
in a naked state." This was as perthe hostelry.
verse and shocking us the hluuibv in
Still I'll warrant your fair
"True.
the im*ssage Ernest Kenan hud occacompanion evened the silver pieces
sion I > telegraph across the English
from the pockets of the gentry." And.
channel on the subject of a proposed
them
lie
ushered
smiling knowingly,
lecture by hint in Westminster abbe)'.
written by hit.ι was
The subject
"The I milieu <· of Kome on the I'filiation of Christianity." it was announced in England as "The Inttr.em-e of
Hum on tiie Digestion of iluniauity!"
Saturday Evening Post.

"Yes." briefly,

Jester

their

small, twinkling,

were

"<Jood even to you, gentle folk." he
said. "You tarry for the night. 1 take
It."
"If you have suitable accommoda
tions," answered the jester, rcu.ssured
by the man's aspect and manner.
"The Hooks' Haunt never yet turned
In
away a weary traveler." answered ι
"You come from the pal
landlord.

become Interwoven with terrible memories, the tragic massacre of the
Huguenots on the ill fated night of
St. Bartholomew. Again prevailed the
tristful dirge of the pines.
"You sing well, mistress," said the
softly. "Is It true you are one of

several days of wandering slowly passed. Few i>eople they met, and those
for the most part various types of vagabonds and nomads. As It minimized
risk the young girl was conteut

They

feeling.

glassy.

another voice, deeper, fuller, blended
Unwawith that of the llrst singer.
vering she continued the song, as
though it had been the most natural
matter he should join Ills voice with
hers. Fainter fell the harmony, then
ceased altogether—a hymn destined to

____

Wtl.l

hawks, the largest s;n ·■*
i 11 !;
can compress their feaMires ai:
>
ne»t <
U
thiuk
if
slim
they
very
.a it·.'
do so. As to lite owls, they
thiuk m< <t
up Into any position they
'«
suitable. It is Usehss to look foi* 11
·!
self preserving traits in an. of Γ
iiy kept in zoological c d.ections. for

the birds are s> accustomcd io see
A glance at the pale face ami iimiat
large ntltubers of people passing and
urally bright eyes of tin· girl brought repassing or standing i:i front ■>!' tl.c.n
the Jester, however, to a quick dec!· that
they treat the whole m.i'uv v. ,ι!ι
Rioii. Springing from his horse, he liehl
Indifference. They know that
perfect
ont ills hand to assist her; hut, overat a certain time their fu.»d will be
come by weakness or fatigue, she
brought to them and that they are othwuiihl have fallen had lie not sustain erwise
perfectly safe. Then the rapet! lier.
Quickly she recovered and. tores in a wild stale have a bio.; u on
white
her
with a faint tiush mantling
their plumage likl' the bio nu on a
cheek, withdrew from his grasp, while bunch of grapes. which is not often
the
of
at the same time the landlord
seen when iu captivity.
tavern came forward to welcome his

such

Xl'ERIENCINQ

KB.\^/

Falcons

melancholy sounds.
Suddenly above the plaint and murmur of wind and forest the low. clear
The melody
voice of the girl arose.

■till kept

>

y
one of
.on this occasion did not make
The landthe unwonted gathering.
lord, observing the fool's discriminating gaze and reading something of
what was passing in his mind, reassuringly motioned the newcomers to
an unoccupied corner and by his manner sought to allay si;cl. ml··trust as
the appearance of his guests was calculated to inspire.

to turn.

psalm

».

livings he had e.\pcriemcd upon
ing from that canting knave, li·
expected to see Nanette, to 1.·
voice, and was relieved that ti e μ.

"What is that?" she «aid quickly.
"The wind. Jacqueline. It is rising."
As he spoke, like a monster it entered
the forest. About them branches waved

was no

■»>..··

··»·■■«,

black liearded, shaggy hailed
Spanish troubadour with attire so
ragged and worn as to have lost it*
tress ?" he said.
tc'istic
"If 1 knew I could tell," she replied erstwhile picturesque charm
from
far
last
ρ·*τ»οί.<ι·.·.-ΐη^
Toward sundown 011 the fourth day This
from his se:.r upon
they eauie to a lonely iuii set In a worthy half started
fool and jestiess,
clearing on the verge of a forest. They the appearance of
resumed his
had ridden late iu the moonlight the stared at them and then
l>een slug.
night before and all that morning aud piace and the ballad he had
afternoon almost without resting, and Ing.
Watching the nimble fingers of t':i
the first sight of the solitary hostelry
with pitiably childish
wus not unwelcome to the weary fugi- shabby minstrel

weary," she confessed.

girl

1IUO

tavern.

quickly
flesh

f

or

more

more

replace lost
abundantly

than Scott's Emulsion.
It nourishes and builds
up the body when ordinary foods absolutely
fail.
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Sailors visiting the island of I41.vs.an,
in the Hawaiian group, are greatly
amused by the curious antics of t'..c
Laysan albatross, or gony. These birds
sometimes perform in pairs a k'n I of
dance, or, us the sall.»rs call it. "cakewalk." Two albatrosses approach each

other. nodding and makin;; profound
bows, cross their bills, proline snapping and groaning sounds, rise 0:1 their
toes. pulT out their breasts and finally
part with more nodding and lowing,
only to come together again an I re;teat
the iH-rfornianee. Oecasioually three
engage at once in this singular amusement

The I'reaeher*· ΓΙομΙοκ H'ortl.

The members of the Hew l»r. Fourthly's congregation settled themselves resignedly in their seats.
He had Just said, "One word more,
and 1 have done."
The doctor looked keenly at them
over Ills glasses for a moment.
Then be closed the book In front of
him.
"Amen!" be said.—Chicago Tribune.
Lack of Order.

It is astonishing how all of ua are
generally cumbered up with the thousand and one hindrances and duties
which are uot sucli. but which nevertheless wind 11s about with their spider
threads and fetter the movement of
It is the lack of order
our wlugs.
which makes us slaves. The coufiul>;i
of today discounts the fveodom of t>morrow.

Cell,

When lie

picture

"I should like to know when you a··>
eoi.io
going to pay that bill. I can't
ten» every day In the weel^"
"What day would suit you best?"

you buy.

Saturday."-IMit Parisien.

We tvlll send you

λ

simple fret.

tliat thl*
the form
is on the
wrapper of every
bottle of Emulsion
Be

of

a

sure
in

label

SCOTTC&
BOWNE

CHEMISTS
409 Pearl Street
NEW YORK
jnc. and $i ;
all druggiata

"Saturday."

"Very we!!, then, you

can

call every

The I'lenaant Smile.
It Is a grand uift to be able to smile
smiles.
as the pleasant man or woman
It is not the stereotyped "duty smile"
of society. It is not the patronizing
nor the
tin lie of carelc.io to'err.nce

|aiuful

smile of bored

politeness.
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All legal advertisements
ADTurriaKiuum.
are given three oonsectlve Insertion» (or tlA)
of
column.
In
Inch
Special contracts
length
per
made with local, transient and yearly advert!·—

ere.

New type, fast pre·*·, steam
Job Ρκιχτπιο
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of oar busl
ness complete and popular.

]

Piret llaptw Church. Beτ. Β. Ο. Taylor, pastor
*rrachlng every Sunday li 10 :43 A. *. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
Ichool at 12 M.
:3u r. m. T. P. S. C. B. Tuesday evening,
'rayer Meeting Thursday evening at 30. Cove-

I i.AQt Meeting the last Friday before the let
AU not
iundav of uie month at S 30 P. M.
I «bervrtee connected are cordially Invited.
UnlverutllM Chnreh, Bev. J. H. Little, Paator.
'reaching service everv Sunday at 10 :45 a. M.
lueday School at 11:4S Δ. κ.

Albion W. Andrews and Miss Maud
d. Parlin were married at South Paris
Thursday by Rev. E. W. Pierce. They
1
rill make their home with Mr. Andrews*
\ larents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hooper, who
tave been with the family of A. S.
Andrews for some time, have moved
j nto the Mrs. E. D. Hooper house in the

illage.

BackfteM.

Ma Mary Bridgham pawed away
Feb. IS at 76 year· of age. She was the
widow of the late Orrille Bridgham, and
She
a slater of the late W. H. Atwood.
leaves one son, Qeorge, with whom she
has lived. The funeral was held at the
Baptist chnrch Feb. 15, Rev. Mr. Prince
conducting the religious ezerolset.
Geo. M. Atwood of South Paris was in
town Wednesday to attend the funeral of
his aunt, Mrs. Bridgham.
Thos. S. Bridgham, Esq., went to Augusta Wednesday to attend the hearing
of the petitioner· for an extension of the
Turner electrics to this place.
Officers of Buckfield Grange:
Worthy Master—lleary Parsons.
Overseer— Fred Cooper.
haplaln—Mrs Lizzie Warren.
Treasurer—A del be rt ('arson·.
Gate Keeper—Ernest Churchill.
Assistant Steward—Clarence Shaw.
1 juljr Asaletant—Mrs. Julia Shaw.
Cere»—Mrs. Celta Parsons.

Pomona—Mrs. EstellaCooper.
Steward—Walter Turner.
Flora-Mrs. Sadfc Turner.

Secretary—John

Moore.

The above officers of Buckfield Grange
On account of the sickness of the were installed Feb. 11 by V. P. DeCoster,
a
I eacher, the primary school is having
Master of Turner Grange.
acation of two or three days.
Dr. Sturgis of Auburn was called
Coming Events.
in
town
Saturday Thursday to perform an operation for
Harry Lyon arrived
rorn Dartmouth College.
Mrs. Benj. Gerrish. Drs. Caldwell and
-liool Cheer Basa.tr, South Pari».
March 1.
The primary and grammar schools Ueald were in attendance.
March 6.—Annual town meeting In oxford
at
social
and
an
entertainment
rill
give
Seth Dudley, a farmer living on the
Couuty towns.
March 7.—Oxford Pomona Grange, West Parts.
Academy Hall on Wednesday evening of eastern slope of Streaked Mountain,
Admission ten cents. All
t bin week.
passed away after a long illness the 15th
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
a re invited.
inst. He was an aged man. Mrs. DudThere will be a social dance at Acadis in poor health, and Albert, a son,
ley
week,
mv Hall Thursday evening of this
is suffering from the effects of measles.
Men'* tl.75 overwboes for |1.25.
lusic by Stearns1 orchestra. Dancing
Miss Sadie Thorn and mother are in
Klannelette Wrappers.
A good time el0 cents per couple.
State aient of .tttna Insurance Co.
poor health.
Do You Want Τrousera
| ected.
Dr. Wm. P. Bridgham, at the near
4 Legislative Notices.
Ε. B. Curtis has been confined to the
of the ninetieth milestone, is
approach
Expressive Name tor Indigestion.
the
with
several
for
1 louse
grippe. ill.
days
Criminal Costs.
Circle
The Ladies' Universalist Sewing
Probate Notices.
At a special meeting of Bucktield
Police of Bankruptcy.
, rill meet
with Mrs. John Pierce on
Orange Wednesday evening, three canDr. T. J. Judklns.
week.
this
of
afternoon
'hursday
didates were given the first and second
Mere and There.

There are the usual complaints about
the inaccuracy of the weather bureau
forecasts, but what ground is there for
them this winter? Have there been half
a dozen days since the tiret of December
when the forecast hasn't said either
"continued cold" or "colder"?
President Baer's statement that the coal mine

Greenwood.
If John A. Page and H. R. Dunham
how the frigid weather is
^ nly knew
langing on here in Maine, they would
( ongratulate themselves on being the
( ither side of the Rocky Mountains intead of here.
Aqueducts are freezing up, wells are
( Irying up, haymows are failing up, aud
f we don't have warmer weather soon it
i s feared we s'hait all go to the dickens

j

will
| ogether.
operators are losing money this winter
make things a little mure comfortable for the
Newton Bryant harvested his ice last
consumers In this particular climate.—Ex.
veek aud reported it 20 inches in thickIt might if the consumers believed
He gets it out
letix and of tine quality.
hie statement, which they
probably >f
Pond.
Bryant's
don't.
derrick and Mrs. Lora Chase

Kreeland

If Postmaster Inspector M at-he η bad gone to
iall and quit talking when he was first arrested,
he wouUI just about be coming out now and
would have saved a lot of money —Portland
Advertiser.

But unless he is unjustly accused of
he should have already saved
to
money out of his rake-offs
keep him in ease during the rest of his
life.

"Kraft,"
enough

Heed of Portland has introduced a cesolve appropriating $1000 for the representation of Maine at the Lewis and
Clark exposition at Portland, Oregon,
and the Jamestown. (Va.) exposition.
But that isn't enough to build a log
cabin.
in the legislature
Wednesday in favor of Michael Burns of
Augusta, is to reimburse him for damstate and
age occasioned him by the
the
county authorities for prosecuting
business of selling liquor in original
packages. It is very true that by subsequent decisions of the courts Mr. Burns
was shown to be protected in his origiual
package business by United Slates laws,
and the state law under which he was
prosecuted did not apply to him. But if
compensation for his damage is awarded
him, it might with equal right be claim
ed by every man who is in good faith accused of a crime, and acquitted after a
fair trial. Such recompense is a course
of action to which we have not yet come,
and probably never shall, though it has
been urged by ethical writers
A resolve

presented

frequently

and reformers.

Notes from the

Legislature.

in legislative history
was the statement of Senator Furbish of
Franklin County on Monday, that the
bill amending the tieh and game laws,
introduced in his name, was not offered
by him, and that he was opposed to
84>me of its
provisions. STbe bill was
thereupon annulled by the senate.
liâtes College will get *10,000, instead
of the $10,000 asked for, if the report of
education goes
on
committee
the
A

thing peculiar

evening at the Bennett place
ipent
ecently. Mrs. Chase has a twin sister,
Lottie, and report save they resemble
sarh other so closely that it is difficult
The
ο distinguish one from the other.
lister %vas recently married to a Mr.
11 ?ox, whose Christian name is not
an

tnown.

by

is a large picture,
Colonel
tnd under it the name of
the courageous
Theodore Roosevelt,
eader of the famous Rough Riders, the
Republican candidate for governor of
Sew York state, and a
presidential
possibility in 1900. Near to it hangs
tuother picture of about the same size,
ind of the same person. And, although
there is no nauie given, it is not difficult
But what a change has
to identify it.
been wrought both in his looks and profession in six years—to be sure.

Hanging up

near

East Brownfield.

Several from here attended Pomona
Grange at Hiram last Thursday. An

excellent time is reported.
Miss I. H. Stickney left for Boston
There she will join her
last week.
mother, Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney, and
after spending a few weeks there, they
will return to this place.
The Y. P. S. C. E. gave a supper and
entertainment at Bradbury's Hall last
Thursday evening. The entertainment
consisted of phonographic selections by
Miss Ι. II. Stickney, singing by Mr.
John Manson, lecture by Rev. A. J.
Cameron.
The G. A. R. and W. R. C. held their
regular meetiugs last Saturday.
There is almost a water famine here,
many wells and fouutains being dry.
It has kept the snow rollers busy for
the past week making roads.
A wave of excitement has passed over
the town, on account of shooting through
the windows of the house occupied by
A. Bragg, who has been principal of tho
grammar school the past year. Bragg
made complaint to the authorities, accusing a young man by the name of Lin·
scott. After an investigation was made

the town authorities, the sheriff wxs
through.
for and when it came to the ear of
Mr. Gray of l'aris has introduced an sent
he confessed doing the shooting,
act to amend the charter of the South Bragg,
to get out of town.
l'aris Village Corporation, so as to per- and promised
l'arris Kowe still is very ill at his
mit the corporation to make appropriare entertained of his refears
home
and
ations for the benetit of a public library.
Mr. Gray has also introduced au act covery.
Christian Endeavor Society hold a pubgiving the person who shoes a horse, ox lic
sup|>er at East Browutield Thursday
or mule, a tiret lien on the animal shod
followed by a lecture.
for his reasonable charges for the work. night
The cold weather is still with us,
Several measures relating to the enfrom zero to 40
forcement of the prohibitory law have temperature anywhere
week. below.
the
received attention

by

past
during
providing heavy penal-

One is the bill
ties for sheriffs and county attorneys
who neglect or refuse to enforce the law.
The legal affairs committee has made a
majority report in favor of the bill, but
Senator Staples of the committee, who
was formerly the lone Democrat of the
senate, makes a minority report all by
himself, against the bill. Two other
matters of interest were the petitions
for a legislative investigation of the enforcement of the law in Cumberland
County, and the "Sturgis bill," creating
commission charged with the
a state
duty of seeiog that the law is enforced.
Lively hearings on these matters were
given on Tuesday and Wednesday, but
no repott has yet been made on either.
The fate of the proposed home for the
feeble minded was settled in the senate
Wednesday, when the committee report
referring the matter to the next legislature was accepted by a vote of 24 to 5,
after a debate in which Senator Staples
championed the cause of the home.
The senate unanimously voted not to
extend the time for the reception of bills
and petitions for private and special
legislation! A peculiar thing was that
the next three documents presented in
the senate were private bills introduced
by unanimous consent under suspension
of the rules, but sickness furnished the

explanation.

A bill to extend the charter of the
Auburn, Mechanic Falls and Norway
eiectric railroad is on its passage without opposition.
Senator Bartlett introduced on Thursday, under suspension of the rules, an
act to amend Section 5, paragraph 6, entitled Oxford County, of chapter 407, of
the private and special laws of liKW, relating to tishing in the Magalloway River
and its tributaries.,
Mr. Littleiield of Kockland has introduced an act regulating the moving of
The act
state.
families within the
provide· that it shall be unlawful for any
or his family to move his houseold goods from one city, town or plantation to another without tirst procuring
a permit from the city, town or plantation clerk.
Since the expiration of the time set
for receiving matters of private and
special legislation, considerable time has
been taken up in both houses with the
introduction of such matters under suspension of the rule·.

Hebron.
Rev. J. K. Wilson of Portland preached here Sunday morning, and at 4 i\ u.
addressed the Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W.
C. A. connected with the academy.
Ira Bearce has gone to Bangor an<f
We are glad to
Orono for a few days.
say that his health seems much better.
Miss Bertha Packard has gone to New

York.

The senior class took their sleigh ride
Poland Spring Wednesday where
they had dinner, returning in the afterto

noon.

Bad colds are very prevalent, many
being quite sick from them.
It looks as if good sleighing is over
for this winter, as the roads are not good
before another snow comes.
Dickvale.

Leon Grant has finished work for W.
II. Ames & Co. and gone to work for
Geo. S. Smith drawing pulp to the
banks of Spear Stream.
Ira Wing. E. F. Child and Bert Eastman are drawing cord wood to West
Peru.
W. W. Child, our cream collector, is
putting in his spare time drawing dry
wood to Dixfield.

East Waterford.
Burton, the little son of Mr. and Mrs.
Philip II. Rolfe, who has been so sick
with pneumonia, died the 15th, aged
mouths, 3 days. Funeral services to be
held Friday attended by Rev. J. B.

Howard of South Waterford.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Patterson visited
in Lovell the first of the week.
Ray Chadbourne of Hallowell is visiting at F. H. Morse's and W. H. Chadbourne's.
Mrs. Helen Crcoker bas gone to her
daughter's in Locke's Mills.

degrees.

I would suggest that John consult
Miss Champaigne through the Boston
Poet, as her services are in great demand in giviug instruction in affairs of
the heart, where the course of true love
fails to run smooth.

The
instructor.

professor

is a very

popular

Monday evening the Grand Army and
Relief Corps celebrated Lincoln's birthday by appropriate patriotic exercises.

Tuesday evening, "Cupid's Carnival"
held at the Universalist chapel. A

was

given.
very interesting programme
Overture by school orchestra; Mrs. G.
P. Bartlett gave an original paper upon
the origin of St. Valentine's Day; Misses
Elsie Hall and Ruth King gave a piano
duet; excerpts from Dickens:
Win. I*. Kendall
Sam Weller
B. C. Park.
8*m Weller, 8r.,
* goes Hutchinson.
Maid
M 1m Helen Koberte.
Vocal solo
was

Tableaux

Cupid Whisper».
Cupid Awaken*.
Regards not Age.
Cupid In the Park.

Cufld'e

tl

Bobbins murder at Deer Isle

Vacation.

Miss Pheenie Dorr then sung. Twilight
in the Park; reading, The Two Valentines, by Mrs. E. C. Vandenkerckhoven:
Mrs. E. S. Kilborn closed the program
The
with a vocal solo, O, Promise Me.
evening was most pleasantly spent.
Wednesday evening Rev. Howard
Clifford of South Paris lectured in the
Epworth League course in the M. E.
church. The audience was delightfully
entertained in listening to his travels
which were illustrated by photographs
of the important places of interest.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward King are receiving congratulations upon the birth of a
son, bom last Thursday.
Miss Ε. E. Burnham has so far recovered from an attack of grippe as to be
again in the office at the Savings Bank.
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Edwards entertained at their pleasant home on Main Street
a party at whist last Thursday evening
in honor of Mr. Petting!!).
Friday the Gould Academy basket ball
team went to Berlin to play a return

guests.

Mrs. Clara A. Ridlon has been at Yarmouth with her daughter, Mrs. Geo. E.

noon, when he was alone.

to

who with the exception of the first year Hawthorne as a writer. A selection was
working for Geo. D. of her married life, that was spent in read from the "Scarlet Letter.
The
Canton, was a life-long resident of this club meets this week with Mrs. Emma
was
before
Boston
town.
Her
name
marriage
daily
selling
\V. Mann. Subject for study "George
Viola H. Austin. She was a daughter
papers.
Washington," closing with a "Question
Venus and Jupiter are quite brilliant of Isaac Harlow, and lacked only two Box "
months of being 80 years old. She reon clear evenings.
Some of our older young people are
No great interest seems to be felt by tired Wednesday in apparently her usual having
birthday parties this month.
when
voters in the coming town election.
health, but Thursday morning
Jan. 8th being the 77th birthday of Mr.
to
room
went
into
her
Portland
of
the
one
Mrs. L. C. Bean has gone to
family
S. W. Dunham, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel K.
to stay for a season with her daughter, build a fire, she was found to be serious- Estes and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel C. Churto
were
taken
ill.
Davis.
Mrs.
immediately
Steps
ly
chill were Invited by Mr. and Mrs.
Each fall of snow, however light, is at secure medical aid, but she died before Dunham to dinner and a social afterSke leaves noon. Five
once followed by drifting winds from a physician reached her.
days later, the 18th, was the
two sons, Merton C., a prominent teacher 77th
the northwest.
birthday of Mr. Churchill, and the
Miss Ethel Allen, Miss Mina Tyler, in Boston's schools, and Julia R., at other two
couples were invited to celeand Master Francis D. Mills are each whose home she died. Merton reached brate with him on that date. There is
taking orders for soaps, perfumery, etc. here Friday night, leaving his wife quite now a standing invitation from Mrs.
as dangerously so.
The roadbreaking crew of West Bethel ill but not
Estes for the others to visit her on Feb.
Flat are having but little use for shovels A dispatch reached him Sunday mornwhich will be her 00th birthday.
25,
thus far this winter, there having been ing, informing him that she was worse,
The Royal Comedy Company will ochome
of
him
to
to
his
return
and requesting
no deep drifts, but a continual sifting
cupy Dunham's Hall for one week bewhich as soon as possible. As soon as the
snow across the road, through
ginning Monday evening of this week.
over
at
the
house
were
services
can
horses
funeral
six or eight
quite easily drag
Last Thursday evening seventy five
he started for Bryant's Pond, and took a mémbers of West Paris
the scraper.
Lodge I. O. O.
train by which 'te could proceed to Bos- F No.
15, visited Mt. Mica Lodge at
East Hebron.
ton and reach that city early Monday
South Paris. They report a fine time
Rev. George B. Hannaford and that
Many thanks are expressed when one morning.
they were royally entertained
conducted the religious service of the bv their South Paris brothers. By Inday is fair from morn to night.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
The storms oome bo often the roads funeral.
(Barnard) vitation of Mt. Mica Lodge the degree
are in poor condition a part of the time, Richards, one of her nearest neighbors, team of West Paris
Lodge worked the
for
of
a
resident
are
not
also
aod a large part
Mexico, per- second degree on three candidates.
quite right
life-long
than
Mrs.
Ausfive
understand
not
who
do
those
years younger
haps
quite
Arriving at South Paris the
the business.
tin, attended the funeral and rode to the met by a committee from South Paris
Mr. Everett Conant is hauling the lum- cemetery at Mexico Corner where the reLodge and a drum crops to ead the
ber he cut from the land he recently mains were interred.
march. At 8 o'clock an excellent supheld
were
has
memorial
services
and
Lincoln
Albert
of
Mr.
Merrill,
bought
per was served, and at half an houi
sold to various Arms and people.
Sunday, the 14th, in the Congregational after midnight the Norway train ran an
Mr. Fred Packard went to Massachu- church, at which Henry W. Park gave I extra
trip to bring home the crowd, who
setts last Saturday with a carload of personal reminiscences of his observaunanimously
pronounce the occasion one
in the city of Washington to be
cows he recently bought for his brother tion while
long and pleasantly remembered.
of
and
months
1864
cows
the
last
six
Lucelle. He has a large stock of
during
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. White are moving
and sells the milk. He has been in that the first six months of the year 1865. this week from the rent in the
*JPPeI
Κ. H. Gleason spoke on Lincoln the man
business for a long number of years.
part of Dr. Ο. K. Yates' house. They
The hands who work on the railroad and the statesman, and Prof. Josiah W. will
occupy a few rooms in
temporarily
were obliged to work last Sunday to Taylor, principal of our high school, the
upper rent in the house belonging to
clear the snow from the track.
spoke on Lincoln as a religionist.
Hezekiah Farrar. Alden Day and famiKev. J. E. Cochrane from Springvale,
The circle met last week with Mrs. 11.
ly will move in where Mr. White movefl
N. Merrill and had a very pleasant day formerly of Paris, is spending some time out and Mrs.
Day will assist Mrs. Yates
here assisting the pastor, Rev. A. G.
with her.
with her work.
The next circle will be with Mrs. Α. Γ. Warner, in a series of revival meetings
that are well attended.
Allen of Brighton Hill.
Bryant's Pond.
A. D. Park spent a part of last week
Mrs. Maud E. Greene of Portland it
The winter term of high school closes
on
Tuesher
week
with
Probate
Court
to
this
here, attending
pass
expected
Friday. The school, under the instrucmother, Mrs. E. Allen. Mrs. Oreene has day and in efforts to dispose of a stock tion of Chester Tuttle of Buckfield, has
been quite tick with the disease preva- of goods in his control as trustee in an been a
very successful terra. Mr. Tuttle
lent in many locations.
insolvency case.
Is much liked by scholars and
parents,
Hazel DeCosta is at work in Turner
and it is the general wish that he shall
tas ι dumner.
for Mr. E. Russell.
retnrn for the next terra.
The popular comedy entitled "Our
Belle DeCosta is at work away from
Hand, the hypnotist, gave an enterAwful Aunt" will be presented at tbe tainment at
home this week.
Dudley's Opera House, last
on
evenDiamond Perry's son that the horse Congregational vestry
Tuesday
to a small crowd.
night
Monday
of
Mrs.
Emma
Park
it
Feb.
21st.
and
is
ing,
injured so severely doing finely,
mail carriers have had some
The
is thought he will be up and around in a South Paris will take tbe same charac- serious
trips this last week, and also
very short time, if he is not too ambi- ter.she sustained when it was played many all through the winter.
there. Good local talent will support
tious.
Through the generosity of the teacher,
and assure a
pleasing performance. Grange Hall was hired for the high
Brownfield.
One of those popular 10 cent suppers school and their invited
guests ThursE. L. Prink is spending a few days in will precede the play.
day evening, and a sociable was held.
Our vicinity does not lack for social
Portland with his sister, Linna Frink
John Titus has been on a visit at
Allen.
gatherings this winter. Variety enter- Winthrop, where he used to reside, for
Mr. James Foes of Hiram was in the tainments, circle dinners, socials and a week or more.
the grange dances make it quite lively,
village calling on friends recently.
Mrs. Clara Hathaway is in very poor
Mr. and Mrs. Bragg left town in a although very civil. In tbe day time the health. Dr. Ο. K. Tates has been atwith
wood
loaded
teams
know
Tbev
many
passing
why.
hurry.
tending her.
Mrs. Jacob Uatch has gone to Lewis- and logs make a lively scene. Oh! We
are not so far back after all.
Hiram.
ton to attend the 6. A. R. convention.
Daniel R. Palmer and wife are soon to
The ladies of the Universalist Circle
Hon. Alraon Young is in poor health,
met last week with Mrs. Selden Boynton. move to South Paris to stay a while.
but improving.
Fred S. Palmer, who has been working
Sheriff Mclntire was in the village
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer M. Hubbard of
has
home
a
been at
near Newport, R. I.,
this week.
recently visited his mother,
Pryeburg
to
back
moved
his
few days, and
family
Mrs. Lusanna W. Hubbard, and his sisbeen
have
North Paris.
old
the
stopping ter, Mrs. Peter B. Young
place. They
Mrs. C. L. Marshall, who has been this winter at the residence of D. R.
The Hiram Board of Health has had
Palmer.
uo case requiring its attention in the
visiting her sister, Mrs. W. E. Curtis,
is
to
bave
this
of
Mr.
place
Higgins
has gone to Greenwood to care for Mrs.
year 1904.
charge of tbe Hartford town farm this
Orpha Ring.
Only one criminal case has been tried
thereto.
is
and
moving
in Hiram, in the past year, in our popuPresiding Elder A. S. Ladd of the year
are well patrondinners
Ladies1
circle
at
at
the
church
M. E. church preached
lation of 1015.
ized. About $7.00 was taken at the last
North Paris Feb. 12.
We have but two blind persons in
Ida Littlehale, who has been visiting one.
Hiram, viz.: Capt. Thomas O. Spring,
of
the
Auan
extension
for
A petition
her parents, returned to her work ataged 87 years the present month, and his
burn-Turner trolley line to Buckfield
South Paris Monday.
brother, Mr. Marshall W. Spring, aged
citizens.
It
our
was
generally signed by
Mrs. Benson Lowe is visiting at Fred
about 77. These venerable men made a
who
to
East
come
Sumner,
Lowe's. I understand her little boy is may yet
competency in California and Chicago
knows?
quite sick.
years ago, and we hope are enjoying it
There was a social meeting at A. D.
In life's autumn.
Oxford.
Andrews1 Wednesday evening.
A large amount of timber is being
of
PortMrs.
Andrews
Mr.
and
George
is
on
the
sick
Andrews
list.
Beatrice
hauled from the Geo. F. Clifford lot in
land visited relatives here.
Brownfield to the mills of the Hiram
A union prayer meeting of the three
Lumber Co.
It has been vcrv sickly here the last churches was held at the Congregational
Mrs. James A. Warren Is in poor
two weeks, nearly every house having chapel Sunday evening.
health.
one or more sick.
Cbas. Smith went to Lisbon Monday
Mrs. Frank Webb is very poorly, and to attend the funeral of bis brother,
East Bethel.
has been failing all winter.
Colby Smith.
Z. W. Bartlett recently sold a horse,
Mrs. Seth Benson is quite sick with
A delegation from T. A. Roberts Post
and harness. He has since puracute bronchitis. Mabel Curtis is work- and Relief Corps went to Lewiston to sleigh
chased a new horse.
for
them.
the
attend
ing
encampment.
Mrs. Carrie Bartlett is filling a large
The water famine grows worse and
Wardwell & Nutting of Otisfield are to order for handsome wall
paper from
many do not have enough to use without open a grain store at Oxford station.
Alfred Peats & Co.
The concert in tbe S. of T. leoture
drawing.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. W. Bartlett are visit·
Frank Webb is working for Mr. course was held Wednesday evening by
ing relatives in Phillips.
the Schubert Quartette of South Paris
Moody.
The grange supper drew a crowded
R. B. Huntley of Portland was at A. assieted by Mrs. Minnie Gove, reader,
house and was a pleasant success, the
Mr. George A. Rriggs, baritone, Mr.
J. Abbott's one night last week.
being about sixteen dollars.
A. J. Abbott and wife visited at South Carl S. Briggs, violinist, Mr·. Cora S. proceeds
Muoh interest is now being manifested
Paris last week.
Briggs, pianist. Program as follows:
in the building of a new grange ball in
II. W. Dunham has a bilious fever.
Selected. I the
[l. Quartette,
early spring.
2. Heading
Mrs. Gove.
Wilson's Mills.
John Stiles is
Morrill.
J. £. Pike is

regarded
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|
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warn you to beware of such
who seek to profit, through stealtho reputation of remedies which
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Cherae,
Wood·
Scrlbner,
Mafrgarty

icines, thereby defrauding the public.

and odds and
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Carpenter,
iloyal
Cooledge
Intox. liquor
Pike......
Sanborn,

I36 Main

I8-4.

weather in which to

7 42
3 77

λ

liquor,

Intox,

inspecting.

prices. A saving to you by buying now.
All of our winter overcoats and ulsters at several
dollars ofl' in
Many weeks more of cold
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in the store well worth your
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Hallanl,

A few counterfeiters have lately been
making and trying to sell imitations of
Dr. King1· New Discovery for Consumption. Coughs and Colds and other raed

healed, by Bucklen'a Arnica Salve. C.
Rivenbark, Jr., of Norfolk, Va., writes:
"I burnt my knee dreadfully; that it

caeee

Woo I
Houlihan

I

,1. N. Ikihii.

women.
Sold under guarantee by F. A.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, West Paris,
druggist, at 50c. a bottle.

9

bargains

Other

Funnel Petticoat»

50c.

Combs, Gloves, Belts, Aprons,

5 14
M -'4
11 31

Carney

through eternity's I

unless you take the proper medicine for
your disease, as Mrs. John A. Toung, of
Clay, Ν. Y., did. She says: "I had
neuralgia of the liver and stomach, my
heart was weakened, and I could not
eat. I was very bad for a long time, but
in Electric Bitters, I found just what I
needed, for they quickly relieved and
Best medicine for weak
cured me."

liquor,

Contains Collar», Hair Pins, Side Combe, Back
Combs, Collar Pins, Brooches, Gloves, Belts, F.».«

Knit Underwear, Babies' Bonnets and Tuilet Article*.

Aprons,

«

O'Hrlno,.

A little of all that to earth-life belongs,
And 1'HJoln my beloved In Infinite songs.
8he will welcome me there to the Heavenly

GRAVE TROUBLE FORESEEN.
It needs but little foresight, to tell,
that when your stomach and liver are
badly affected, grave trouble is ahead,

caeee

indispensable good»

Outing
PAllilfûT· 50c. Underwear,
OOlAU U©1 Tarns, Hate, Collars, Pins, Shirt

''ίίϊ
Preparations.
37

Deemond,
Badard
Mccarty

And her love Is not lessened nor wasted I know,
All the faith In my nat ire Is telling me so.
A little more ualn through the hurrying days,
A little more blame and a little more praise,
A little more sun and a little more haze,

heroic etufT the other day. By standing
guard at a broken trestle he saved a
passenger train from destruction. The
train was over an hour late, and it was a
bitter cold day, but the noble red man
never faltered in his duty to humanity.

2

every way bargain*

which are in

the attention of every woman.
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817
White
M <3 cinators,
**

Unknown

Ah! The casket is dust, but the jewel It bore
Is awaiting me now on the beautiful shore.

Stanislaus Dana, a Pleasant Point Indian, showed himself to be made of

liquor,

worthy
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39c.

At/C· UOUllter
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llqaor
liquor,

liquor
liquor,
liquor,
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liquor,
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Unknown,
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sleep.

Of useful and
and are

Store.
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We invite your attention to our

AND

19c.

QQ.
M::::::-::":";:"::-:: ;| S Ot/C·
Gallant, P.,
l'appa>pa
Into*, liquor, 13caeee
Intox, liquor, 4 caeee

Tie a mystery all, that the still Heavens keep
Till the worn and the weary one* waken from

There is no enoouraging news from
Mr. A. H. Wltham who is in the insane
Albany.
at Augusta.
blistered all over. Bucklen's Arnica
The farm buildings of George C. Con- hospital
Mrs. Ada Swan is about the same as Salve
stopped the pain, and healed it
nor, in the north part of the town, were irhen last
reported.
without a scar." Also heals all wounds
burned flat early in the morning of Feb.
and tore·. 25c at F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.,
6th. The fire was discovered around
North Stoneham.
8outh Pari·! West Paris, druggist.
the chimney by Mr. Connor abont 2
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton are visito'clock. He had barely time to get oat
POISONS IN FOOD.
his two horses and three cowa, bat coald ng relative· in Brldgton.
Carl and Earl Keniston from Lovell
aot save any of his farming tools or
Perhaps you don't realize that many
vehicles. Mrs. Connor bad to take ber ire staying with their grandparents, Mr. pain poisons originate in your food, but
seven-weeks-old baby, and In insufficient tnd Mrs. Wm. Gammon.
some da; you may feel a twinge of
,
El wood Sawyer from Madison is with dyspepsia that will convinoe you. Dr.
clothing, go half a mile to the bouse of
a neighbor.
They lost everything in lis father, J. C. Sawyer.
King's New Life Pills are guaranteed
the house, inoluding all their clothing1 Herbert Adams and wife have gone to to cure all siokness due to poisons of
except what they wore away from tbe 1 ïorway on a visit to her people. Mr.1 undigested food—or money back. 25o
buildings. The total loaa ii over 91200, Ldams will go from there to the camps at P. A. Shurtleff à Co.'· Drug Store·,
»
ι ip oonntry selling watches.
with WOO Insurance.
Sooth Pari·, Wait Paris. Try tham.
<

Gallant, M.,

grave,

members of the Congregational church than winter terms. It holds that the
Molloy.
Song—Carnaval
was held at the parsonage Thursday, the summer is not too hot for school work,
Mrs. Wilson
16th.
while the winter storms and cold interReading,
Mrs. Gove.
Mrs. Katie Sanborn is reported as fere much with the attendance. MoreMohrlnx.
Quarte-te—Legend·
Streleikl. quite sick.
over, the study of nature is more atSong—Happy Day·,
Mr. Briggs.
Mr. A. B. Ordway is coufined to the tractive in the summer.
Violin obllgato by Carl Briggs.
house with the grippe.
Duet—Till we meet again,
Bailey
The seleotmen nave been quite busy
AGONIZING BURNS
Mrs. Wllion and Mrs.8mlley.
the past week in preparing the an- are
Beading,
relieved, and perfectly
instantly
Mrs. Gove.
nual

10. Quartette—Tenting To-night,

*

Klnnegan

Wlldame

liquor,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Specialty

-

"*

1 ûn

Ο. WILLARD JOHNSON, JUDGB.

meet

for over 35 years. A sure protection, to
you, is our name on the wrapper. Look
for it, on all Dr. King's, or Uucklen's
remedies, as all others are mere imitations. Η. E. BUCKLEN & CO., Chicago, 111., and Windsor, Canada. P. A.
Shurtleff A Co., South Paris, West Paris.

F. PLUMMER, &

Ladies'

the Oct. and December terms of the
County Comml*sloners' Court and specifying the
or
court
magistrate that allowed the same ami before whom the case originated Is published In
compliance with the provisions of Section 13 of
Chapter 137 of the Revised Statutes of the State
of Maine.

Intox,
Into*,
Into*,
Into*
Into*,
Intox
Intox,
Intox
Intox,
Into*
Intox.
Intox,
Into*,
Into*,
Into*,
Into*,
Into*,
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Telephone 106-3.

at

to

ing
have been successfully curing disease,

to

31 Market

STATE OF MAINE.
Oxford.
County Treasurer's Office,
8outb Paris, Maine, Feb. β, 19<»5.
The following list containing the aggregate
amount of costs allowed In earh criminal case as

year,
How then could I And thee, how then could I
know
The form that I loved whilst a pilgrim below?

one

.25

J.

County of

If the beauty
appear
In the beautiful things that re-bloom with the

spheres,

.25

Woolen and Worsted Gloves,

to 1.75

$678,421 18
LEWIS, Agent,
Kryeburg, Maine.

ALONZO F.

that thralled should appear and

And our lives shall be
years.

to 1.00

to 1.00

Working Glovee,

79,072 60
15,ose 00
535.252 50
0,751 0a
21,433 00
3,575 99

Total liabilities and surplus,

And the sweets of Its blossom the honey bee sip,
If the green growing grasses above thee that
Are

.50

$078,421 IS
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1904.
$ 1,All 55
Net Unpaid Losees
307.872 85
Unearned Premiums,
5,316 46
Allother liabilities,
32
303,590
all
llablllUes
over
Surplus

the dew of thy I

wave

.00

Driving Gloves,

Admitted Assets

ve.

are

Dress Gloves, assorted tan shades,.. .$i

I 14*000

Tate row

The Fort Fairfield Review makes a
Denmark.
strong plea for summer terms of school
The annual dinner and roll call of the for the Aroostook youngsters rather

Mendelssohn.

ASSETS DEC. 31,1904

audited

handle

we

We Guarantee them.

LOW£LL, ΥΑββ.

Stocke and Bonds
Cash In Office and Bank
Agents' Balances
Interest and Rents

large stock of

right.

Traders & Mechanic- Ins Co.,

a sweet tress of this sunny brown

again—where?

The Gloves

Pharmacist.

Real Estate
Mortgage l.oans
Collateral Loans

a

them.

Sold

Next to Post Office, South Paris.

tenderly mine, Ο my darling, my own! !
ever has been In the days that are

hair.
Fare thee

Gloves.

a

We have

BROOKS—The

And yet not forever! The thought glveth pain;
I shall c'alm and shall clasp her again and again,
From the chains she was wearing forevermore

more

is

only by

Take to thr boeom forever and aye,
Earth and our Mother! This beautiful clay.
Take and hide from me this beautiful dust,
Take and retain It forever In tru'tl

And

and

25 cents the bottle.

ttKr
Waiting for Me.
(Published In the Oxford Democrat 35 years
ago, Just before the writer docMed to abandon State
rhyme and fiction for what you cbooae to call It )

Than ebe

give lots of attention
to our Glove Department.
We make a Specialty of
We

Rough Skin.

then summoned and a court was organized at fifteen minutes before twelve.
It adjourned just on the stroke of twelve,
after sixteen of the prisoners had pleaded guitty and been fined five dollars
eacb. Others who were present but
escaped are expected to take their turn
later.

nearer

GLOVES

specific against

finally rendered temporarily insensible
by a blow with a club. The justice was

dead In her shroud she Is

fresh,

moist and

made bis way to the barn. Leaving the
he posted his
trial justice outside,
deputy to guard the windows, and himself went in at the door of the barn, surprising some sixty men wbo were assembled. The men made a rush to get by
tbe sheriff. Atborne, who is a giant in
physique, stood his ground, and not having time in which to draw a weapon,
struck out with his fists and in as many
minutes had knocked down and rendered helpless eight men, placed handcuffs
on two others while eight more surrendered. In the meantime othere present
at the main had crawled through two
small windows and attacked Deputy
Preble, who bad been stationed as a rear
guard outside. Preble closed with his
assailants but was overwhelmed and

free,

South Paris, Maine.

When your skin roughs up,
peels, gets dry and hard, this
cream will soften it, keep it

meeting of the

Maine State Bar Association held at Au-

And though
me,

J. P. Richardson,

Chapped Hands.

°M^e!

day.

Handles. All kinds of job work done.

is

of Bethel junior vice commander. Tbe
Women's State Relief Corps chose Mrs.
Frances S. Black of Gorham as president.

At the 14th annual

Full stock of Shoe Steel, Iron, Builders' Hardware, Shovels, Axes and

a cool, creamy application
which beautifies the skin, allays smarting and irritation
and checks the bleeding of

The annual encampment of the DeFriends and acquaintances partment of Maine, Grand Army of the
Jackson.
will learn with deep regret of the death Republic, was held at Lewiston last
jf Mr. Jackson on Thursday of last week week. Capt. Henry O. Perry of Fort
if ter a brief Illness of brain trouble. Fairfield was elected department comMrs. M. G. Bradbury is closing out mander, £. T. Parker of Bar Harbor
lier winter millinery regardless of cost senior vice commander, Ira C. Jordan

make room for new goods. She bas
recently added more stock and Is now
sarrylng ladies' wrappers and waists.
The Masonic Hall is now a very pretty,
attractive room, and all the repairs were
finished about the first of January. The
prevailing color of walls and carpet Is
game.
in shades of brown, with canopy paper
Miss Bertha Williams has returned to
overhead. It Is now the Intention to
the News office as stenographer for a
remodel the ante-room this coming

8.

tOUR OPPORTUNITY !

discovery

treatment
discharged. The understanding is that ρ arcentage of cores by this
to the filial tests.
it
the responsibility was not fixed.
roves
equal
ρ
the
The folly of taking medicine into
Charles Manning of Boston, an emof the nose,
® omach to cure catarrh
ploye of the Kennebec Water District, * iroat and lungs, has been realized by
died at Vassalboro Friday from injuries
but not until Hyomei was
received Monday, by an accidental ex- Ρ hysicians,
method that
» nown, had they a practical
he purchase of the new pews for the
of
plosion dynamite.
ould obviate stomach drugging.
,ha pel, and several who could not be
but
Before court at Bangor Friday Herbert
A complete Qyomei outfit costs
>resent contributed, making the net proInhaler
leeds of the evening 116.16. There was E. Griffin who shot David 8. Libby of a 1, and consists of a neat pocket
without attin entertainment consisting of songe by Newport, while bunting, pleaded guilty t îat can be used anywhere
4rs. P. S. Farnum, Mrs. C. H. Bates, and was sentenced to six months' im- t racting attention, a medicine dropper
Extra bottles
a nd a bottle of ilyomei.
yice Barden and Laura Willi·, also prieonment at hard labor.
0 f Ilyomei cost but 50c.
eadings by Mrs. W. H. Lnrvey and Mr.
The grand jury at Bangor returned
inof
Refreshments
Clarence Ridlon.
Breathing Hyomei through the
over 200 indictments, 100 of them being
' aler, every particle of air that enters
ancy cakes and chocolate were served.
for violations of the prohibitory law. It
On Monday evening of last week Mr·. is believed that every holder of a special ' lie nose, throat and lungs, is charged
and
* rith a healing balsam that soothes
3 R. Tuell entertained a party, inviting tax
stamp has been indicted.
8 Ilays all irritation, kills the catarrhal
I he members of her Sunday school clase
addiThe fifty wells driven for Bruns- g erms and enriches the blood with
tod the officers of the Universallst
jarisli and Sunday School to unite In a wick's water supply have stood a test t lonal ozone.
F. A. ShurtlefF A Co. have so much
•eceptiou to Rev. F. E. Barton, who was of thirty days without any appreciable
to cure
iresent, and all enjoyed the pleasant diminution of supply. The new mu- f aith in the power of Hyomei
under
1 loclal
Miss Eleanor, the nicipal water works are therefore an c atarrh, that they are selling it
evening.
the
t lieir personal guarantee to refund
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tuell, gave a assured success.
relief.
1 loney if it doe» not give positive
nost
appropriate reading, and two
The body of Foster Blaisdell of Fort
mmorouR readings were given by Mrs.
Fairfield, aged 21, was found crushed
F. E. Wheeler. A solo was sung by and with tbe skull
broken, in a horse
for
and
before
Kadee Tuell,
leaving
power elevator at his home, about four
iiome the whole company joined in slng- miles north of tbe
Cream of
village, Thursday.
ng some of the familiar hymns. Ice His doath, which must have been in:ream and fancy crackers were served
stantaneous, probably occurred about
Rose and Almonds
be

Mandolin and Guitar Club of fifteen

pieces.

CUBE* CATARRH BT
Λ CO.
BREATHING. F. A. SHCBTLEFF
TO CUBE. I
REFUND MONEY IF IT FAIL8
the
my*
A loog stride toward solving
taken with
t< try of caring catarrh waa
of Hyomei. In fact, the
ie

gusta Wednesday, the annual address
L. A. Emery,
was delivered by Hon.
"
exterior
Beneath a rough
judge of the Supreme Court, on the
( >ft gleam< a g owing gem,
Wiilch sometimes shines superior
subject "Expert Medical Evidence."
To br'ght°»t diadem·
Hon. George D. Bisbee of Rumford
short time.
Full many a gaudy overcoat
Falls, the retiring president of the assoPeb. 23d, Washington's birthday will spring·
Mr*. Geo. W. Ridlon and daughter are
Oft hides a threadbare vest,
a
ciation,
in
Garland
be
observed
presided at tbe banquet in the
by
Chapel
O'er which a ragman'» gaze might gloat,
Mrs. Ridlon's daughat Caleb Fuller's.
which was largely attended.
evening,
Colonial Social. Many will appear in
Its value to aucst."
ter, Bertha, is having a run of whooping Hon. Orviile D. Baker of Augusta was
costume and a pleasant evening is assur"Through the zephry like air do you fly like
elected president.
ed.
down?"
Geo. D. Robertson of South
Said a cultured maid of Boston town.
Robert Bisbee has returned from
Sheriff Athorne of York County did
a
with
visited
friends
here
few
stand
Paris
days
On your steel-bound sled, do you
Louisana where he has been for a few
the roost strenuous job reported in Maine
grace.
the first of last week.
months.
often
trace?"
And silvery paths do you
The Wednesday Club spent a most police circles for some time, in breaking
But the lad, uncultured, dl 1 thus rep1 ν :
"On my busting big sled you bet I'm fly;
pleasant and profitable afternoon last up a cock fight at York Village, on Sat-a
Mexico.
Down all the big hills I make my sled snoot,
week at the home of Mrs. Chester H. urday night, the 11th. Learning that
I get on belly bump, and let her scoot!"
Thursday morning, the 9th inst., oc- Lane. The subject for study was the cock fight was billed to be pulled off in
sheriff
curred the death of one of Mexico's oldWinter is slowly passing away.
biography of Nathaniel Hawthorne, a certain barn that night, the
Washington's birthday next Wednes- est residents, Mrs. Daniel B. Austin, with a paper read and discussion on took one deputy and a trial juetice, and
West Bethel.

West Buckfield.
Our school closed Friday, the 10th.
The children spoke pieces in the afternoon and the teacher, Miss Alice Bearce,
furnished a treat of popcorn and candy.
A few of the parents were present.
Miss Ethel Pearson, who baa been in
Mexico on a visit, has returned. Her
cousin, Bessie Durgin, returned with
her.
Charles Lowe has taken a job of F. E.
Cooper to cut cord wood on the Parris
Attempted Suicide at Rumfqrd Falls. lot.
A. R. Pennock has sold hie interest in
Mrs. John Flagg has been quite sick.
Walter Gray, aged 23, attempted suiJames Richards has finished his job of the Fred Taylor place to M. D. Sturtecide at Kumford Falls last Monday by
vant.
for
Whitman
brothwood
hauling cord
drinking laudanum. He was found ers.
Messrs. Grapes and Boules of Coleabout six o'clock in the roadway a short
A. C. T. King is visiting his daughter, brook are pressing bay for M. D. Sturtethe
distance outside
village by Deputy Mrs. Arthur Hall.
vant at the Fred Taylor place. The crew
Sheriff Perkins of Mexico, wto was reboard with C. T. Fox.
in
the
of
work
his
from
village
turning
M. C. Linnell was at the Bean place
Locke'· Mills.
Virginia. An empty bottle which hail
Wednesday to get a load of goods for
Mrs. Herbert Cummings, who has been
contained laudanum was found near by.
Rev. E. A. Tuck. Mr. Tuck has gone to
The young man wae attended by a local teriously sick for some time, is improv- Portland. Mrs. Tuck is
boarding at M.
Much sympathy has been
health.
in
soon ont of danger.
was
and
ing
physician
C. Linnell's.
Gray has been in the employ of a felt for her by all.
Mr. I. W. Davis, clerk at the Aziscoos
Mrs. Wesley Cole lias been having
farmer named Matthews, at Dickvnie,
House, is putting things to rights for the
Peru. Mr. Matthews was informed of juite an ill turn caused by heart trouble.
Feb. 14th.
We understand that James Crooker is opening,
the incident and he went to Kumford
also
as
Dana
Grant.
well
man
lot
as
home
usual,
Falls and took the young
(Ulead.
A little daughter came as a valentine
with him. Mr. Matthews said Gray's
Elmer Cummings, TueeAnother snow storm. Breaking teams
Mrs.
:o
and
but
that
Mr.
home was in Waltham, Mass.,
he had been a wanderer for a number of < lay, Feb. 14. Mrs. Cummings' mother, out Monday, but the roads are not in
is oaring very good condition.
years. Ue was an industrious young Mrs. Meader of Bryant's Pond,
Cicely McLain is working for parties
man of good habita, but had lately been I or her.
Mrs. Azel Bryant is very poorly this in Mason.
in a despondent mood. When he left
<
Edith Farwell is sick in Bethel.
the farm to visit this town Mr. Mat- rioter. Her brother's wife. Mrs. Lula
The board of health met at the town
thews asked him if he was feeling all ] foster, is caring for her now.
Foster boards with Chris hall Wednesday to transact business.
David
right. Uis reply was: "I guess so; if
George Leighton of Shelburne, Ν. Η.,,
I don't I'll be all right by to-night." 1 iryant.
Guy Coffin is clerking for Mr. Wood- ' was in town on his way to the lumber
On being asked by his employer why he |
Falls.
t
um
Mechanic
that
at
camps at West Bethel, Wednesday.
tried to kill himself, Gray replied
William Twitchell of Qorham, Ν. H.,
Mrs. Helen Powers is with her cousin,
he waa tired of knocking about the
Is working for B. 3. Burbank.
J 1rs. Charles Bar tie tt.
world.

Eerson

of the Ladiee' Aid. We herelieve C. Howard Lane, Esq., *as
neasured around as well as np ana
town, with a corresponding increase η
be revenue.. We Judiciously refrain
rom giving Che extent of the clrcum
The Aid desired to assist In
erence.

SIMPLEI

h YOMKI

lelght

Special
Presque Isle. The choruses will be
assisted by Churchill's Orchestra, Banjo, nembert

—

·■

Taejd*y ▲t «a August» ihoe factory Friday
veolng wu a pleasant oocaelon, flfty- Arthur Curtis, aged 16, wu caught in a
Ive being present. There wu »
βρβ^Λ belt and died from his injuriée in a few
pparatas made for measuring the boar*.
of the gueet·, and the
The coroner's jary investigating the
to the
était proved very gratifyingflnanc,®J
has been

Great reduction in Heating
Stoves, selling at cost for
the next two weeks.

Doting

Cures Without Stomach

Mal·· New» Not·*.

WMt Parla.

The social held at the home of Mr.
ad Mre. Β. D. Stllwell laat

New· of the aaeoau of Prof. W. Soott
Wight come· from Arooetook Co. where
be he· been teaohlng music. Peb. 28
the aohoola will close with a county
festival to be held in Perry's Theatre.
trains will ran from Caribou to

MAINE.

· 17 00 I

Wyman,

|

2 19
7 11

Stolen Goode
Into*, liquor

1IEFORE MERRITT PARSONS, TRIAL JUSTICE,
BUCKFIELU.

itate

ve.

·

Cox

Cote,
LLEWELLYN

KEFORE

WADiWOBTH,

·.

JUSTICE,

II

RAM.

22 87

Sargent
SWASEY, TRIAL
WEST PERU.

BEFORE BEN J.

vs.

Intox,
Intox,
Intox,

A.

$ 7 471
1113
7 95

liquor

liquor,

JUSTICE,

ve.Tainbllng
Intox, liquor,

9

Intox. I quor
Intox liquor,
Intox, liquor
LaPolnte

Shurrev,

Sheppanl,

ve.

10 70
70
1°
»
174
12 06

JO

1

Blckford
Monclon,

4 30
62

Cumins
P. Gallant
Murphy,..
Winn,.

J jW

7 20
18 W
7Γ
3 10

Murray

Croea

J ·*}
*!£

LaPolnte,

*£°rey...
Sheppanl,

8 76

JJJ
> M

Gray.

Wood
Brogan

10 70

McCarty,
Deemond,

—■

J6
«W
Ν

JOT®
J® J®
J® J®
70
}®
10 7®

Smith

Houlihan

Donovan,
Wood

I

———

7aa Wt.:::::
Caraey!?.."""
DrSwii,::::::.:
Noonan/::::::
O'Brine,

SSg"·

'22®
10 70
09

Anthony,
Hallanl,
McGee,
McGee,

Ryan

j5

7«Sc.

now

..43c.

One lot Skirts for

Call and look these

over.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
MARKET

SOUTH PARIS.

SQUARE,

|5 90

Stevene

Ryan,

Our $1.00 Night robes

J·

-,

.lackeon,
Boee,

Shaoghsney

Outing Flannel Goods

]o<o
1«3»>

Flnnesan

Murphy,
Pike,

|

WE HAVE A FEW MORE

· 1° 70

Deemond

P. Gallant
William·
Taterow
M urphy,

5M
11 93
17 21
13 51
14 06
7 25
7 25
7 25

S>"

MITTIMUS8KS.
Ita te

|

JUSTICE,

liquor,

BKFORK ALBERT BF.NNc.TT, TRIAL
OILKAD.
lute

|

· II67 I

itate ve. Towle

tate

·81|

9-27

TRIAL

—-

::~
—

»

1° 70

i®7®
W 70
10»

1070

in

GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Traaaorar of Oxford County.

Men's $1,75 Overshoes for $1.25,
We have

lot of Men's

one

shoes the $1.75 kind.
tle out of style and

If you

ing

are in

ι

Buckle Over-

They

are a

we are

clos-

them out for $1.25.

need of a

pair

lit-

of overshoes this is

a

bargain.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

Ν OPERA HOUSE

BLOCK,

NORWAY, MAINE.

F. W.

FAÙNCE,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
Typhon· 1^Β-β.

Salesman.

Twenty below zero, more or lees, Ifoi ιScmocval Ι,
May.

The ®.rfovd

And still there's
I terrific weather.

SOTTE PARIS.

I

UILAND TRtXK RAILWa*.

ommenctng December «, 1*»*,

t

rKAlS·

LKAVIl

S»>CTH FAM1»

*,...111^ town eaal)-V*A
* «* ρ
I» 44 A M
u !l..

K.

..

,οΓηΛ,.
:aV

a

*

su!

iiIivINb'

(dallr, 3un.taj
Sunday ont;

a. M

'M

and 7«»p.

more

io

February.

onl y

Don't forget the class of 1904 sociabl e
;
I u New Hall, Friday eveniug, Feb. 24tl
I All are invited. Admission 15 cents.

KAKIS P*>ST OKFtcl.
a. m. Io 7 30 ρ m.

■.I There will be a
'.ling at Mr. John

m

coming

cottage prayer meei
Small's this Monda *
! evening, led bv Rev. Howard A. Clifford

Prei-'hlDtt M
; Sundav »cho<
Church pray«
> ρ s.l
"... irv .d Tu««i<v evening·»7. u«'c'ock. Al I
tnvtted.
are
cordially
eonnêcle·!.
c-wt-.·
·.
! -t huri h. Kev il. A. CVfon. PMW
\1 ;·
9 » A il
.av. n..mlng prayer merlin*
~«nie* 10 « a. M.; sabbath scbot
(-Worth League Meeting β 15 P. il
M
«w ;
praver meeting 7 Λβ Γ *.; ΡrayerFrlda
v.- Tuesday evening; class meeting,
m

a

eight days

are

W. Bowker and Miss Muri< ",
I are at the Auburn hatchery for a fe
I days.

7 S)

CHL'KCIIKS.

«

lîut, thank goodness, there

At the stated convocation of Oxforc
Royal Arch Chapter, No. 29, Wcdneedaj
Work on the town report is nerrly fit c evening, tlie work was in the Roya
ished and it will be ont about the mic I- Arch degree.
Right Excellent Graoc
die of the week.
King, James E. Blanchard, of Augusta,
made hia official visit. The attendant
A meeting of the Congregations j was
very large, nearly all of whom par
parish is called for Friday evening, Fel took of the banquet after the evening^
j
24th, at 7:30, in relation to calling
work. Speeches were made by the visitpastor.
ing officers and several of the com·
A speaker, Mr. Clifford, at the France s panions.
C. Β. Cummings & Sons have large
Willard meeting last evening, regret s
that he failed to pay a tribute to Mrs. I « quantities of birch and hard wood in
M. N. Stevens, who is now one of th β their yard to be worked into doweli
The firm'i
season.
noblest reformers in the land.
during the
pine timber landed at Norway Lake on
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton K. Brooki
the ice and at the mill is now in excest
formerly of this place, now of Cam of that of several years papt. The firm'i
bridge, Mass., are receiving the congratu extensive business at Bemis has a tendlations of friends upon the birth of
ency to increase the Norway operations
son, William Brooke, born on Sunday 1 rather thae to diminish them. The
the 19th inst.
only drawback to the Norway works ol
at the Universalist Younj ; the firm is the want of water power.
store

,1

Ik>n't forget the sociable at Goo J
I Cheer Hall Wednesday evening of thi s
I week in celebration of Washington' β

I birthday.
I The theme of the discourse at th υ
Subject
Sovereign Grand Master, Alfred S.
Cheabn I Baptist church next Sabbath mornin ζ People's meeting next Sunday evening
'Ί "*< Ihurch Kev. J. Wallace
«
service
lo
the Universalis t Kimball, will install the officers of Oxford
Th
s
of
"The
founders
>d Sunday, preaching
Home Department."
».
β -Jï 1 •|willbe"The
12 *.. Y. Γ ». C. Ε
ho
.tfih
I subject will be illustrated.
church, their labors, and our heritage.' Lodge, No. 1, Ark Mariners of Maine, at
Tuesday cvenln
t> ,\*r meetti'g 7 p. M
Leadei Masons1 Hall on Wednesday evening,
Reference, Ileb. 11; 12:1-3.
All ar
Seat» free.
ti 7 .*'.
ru
'I At the G. A. R. encampment at Lewis Miss
Feb. 22. A social time will bo enjoyed
Iva Mi Ardle.
β
A.
of
thi
last
Charles
Iton
week.
Pastoi
J
H.
Young
Little.
'V -wils»! burvh. Kev
following the installation.
There will be a Sunday School Insti
-irv'.te every Sun lay nt i -tu P· * ; I place wa* chosen an alternate to the ns
Frank H. Seavey and son of PortsEvening service. I tional encampment at Denver.
:.·. School at 3 Λ) P. M.
tute at the Baptist church, Wednesday
Ν. H., are visiting Mr. Seavey'e
mouth,
;
t *
con
afternoon and evening,
March
mother, Mrs. James Smith, for a few
I The regular supper at the Methodis ducted 1st, the State Sunday
i
«ΤΑΓΚΟ MKBXUIQS.
Scboo
by
days.
I church for the month of February wil j
Remila r
Secretary, Mr. Lufkin, recently fron
y A A M.—Karl* Lodge, No. 94.
William L. Twombly has received hie
fullinooii I served in the vestry Wednesday evening
ee ne Tues lav evening on or before
Illinois. AH churches of the vicinit; r
from the United States army
meei
in
Mica
I
at
β.·;ΐ0
All
are
Lodge.
regular
o'clock.
discharge
r.— Mount
j
cordially
to
attend.
invited
are
and has returned to his home with his
Tnursdav evening of eaca wees.—Auror ι vited to come at the usual price.
thlnl
and
evening
Monday
aetit.'tiret
κ
A
party at the Baptis : parente, Mr. and Mrs. William W.
,f ea. 0 month.
I The invitations have been sent out fo vestrygeographical
Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge. V
Wednesday evening, Feb. 22d. A1 I Twombly, of this village. He was staii
[>
[
of
the
series
Schuber
third
in
ilthe
of
eaci
tioned at Fort Adams, Newport, R. I.
cet- aecoo 1 an t fourth Friday·
are requested to wear something to rep
I Quartette musicales. This one will b ? resent
•itn !n »Md Fellows' llall.
Ile reached home Wednesday afternoon.
a town, city, lake, river or mount
meet
No.
US
-u.K. Kimball Poet,
witli Mrs. II. K. Wilson, at her home 01 !
ain in the United States. IIome-mad< » He has enough of the army and will not
Saturday evenings of eacl J JI Pleasant
jr ·. an : ttilr·;
Street. Thursday evening ο
1 f.. In u. A. R- llall.
candies and cornballs will be for sale re-enlist again.
^
Kimball Kellef tory* meets tire I I this week.
vv
Κ
The Veranda Club's annual ball TuesAdmission five cents. All are cordiall]
ot
eJvch
month,li
evenings
tnîrd >atur<lay
invited.
After the regular meeting of Mt
day eveniug was a marked success.
Ke l-'f I orp· Hall.
f II.-Pari* Urange. from May 1 to Oct. 1 I Pleasant Kebekah
The excellent music by Stearns' OrchesLodge Friday evenini
Saturday ; durtn* thi
r-t λ·λΛ third
John's Letter.
About
tra attracted many to the dance.
will be spen
f the year, meet· every Saturday, li II <>f this week a social hour
r
il:
r,.·
If my esteemed contemporary cares t< one hundred couples appeared in the
I with I<ongfelIow at the Wayside Inn
grange llall.
t .c» U.C.—^second and fourth Monday· ο I Light refreshments will be served am
know, if she doesn't already know, when grand march. Many enjoyed all of the
ti month.
The entertainment
I picked up the grasshopper «lea, let he: eighteen dances.
λ delightful evening is anticipated.
y. ο. Ρ—Stony Brook Lo«lge, No. lsl Ι
read the first verses of the last chapter ο ! which opened the evening's pleasures by
t, Mxond and fourth Wedaee>lay evening!
«

.·

■
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t-

»

*

a

—
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;·

ea<

Κ
M

Lodge, No, 31 meets even
dug at l'y th lan Hall.
Woodmen of America.—South Parti
No. ΙΟββΐ, meet* second and fourth Tuee
·. futnge In tioiden CrowJ Hall.
Vn.anum.—l'arrl» Council, No. Ιβχΐ
tir*» and Uilrd Monday eveulntf- at 7
;

»

û'.onth.
P.—Hamlin
m

t-rn

Hilton

is

spending

week in

The Congregational church has vote<
I to extend a call to Rev. Norman McKin
I non of Augusta, and the action wil
I doubtless be concurred in by the parish
I Mr. M> Kinnon supplied here a few wceki
I since, but not as a candidate. He ha'
I resigne*! his pastorate at Augusta.

Ecclesiastes, and I think that she wil I Walter S. Chandler and Harry S. Xewdecide with me that it is a pretty correcl ; combe was, indeed, first class.
The warrant for the annual town
pen picture of old age, although highlj
figurative and withal poetical. I am no< ; meeting presents to the attention of the
The
town some interesting matters.
a poet and do not claim to be, but, lik<
othersi, I have my fancies anil hav< > town will be asked to accept several
respect for the fancies and preference! ways laid out by the selectmen. To pay
of others. This is about the way thai 11. O. Holden sixteen dollars for a cowthe inspired penman puts it:
he returned to the farm. To purchase a
"Remember now thy Creator in th< steam roller for use on the highways
days of thy youth, while the evil day* and to furnish watchman service for the
come not, nor the years draw nigh, whet
village for the ensuing year.
thou shalt say, I have no pleasure it
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Woodman enthem; while the sun, or the light, or the tertained a party at Kingfisher Monday
of Mr.
inoon, or the stars, be not darkeued. not afternoon and evening, consisting
the clouds return after the rain; In the and Mrs. W. F. Jones, Nathan Day,
day when the keepere of the house shall Kenneth Gurney, Agnes Beal and W.
tremble, and the strong men shall bow E. Freeland.
themselves, and the grinders cease
Monday, Daniel J. Dugan, for intoxitiecause they are few, and those that cation, was fined $3 and costs. He paid:
look out of the windows be darkened. On Tuesday two gentlemen of the road
And the doors shall be shut in the were brought before the court by constreets, when the sound of the grinding stable Pike of Bryant's Pond. They
Bernard Corrie and
ae
is low, and he shall rise up at the voice were known
of the bird, and all the daughters of James Conway. They were given 30
music shall be brought low; Also when ; days in jail.
Albert Osmond Stuart died at Marlthey shall be afraid of that which is
high, and fears shall be in the way, and boro, Mass., Thursday, Feb. 9th, at the
the almond tree shall flourish, and the age of twenty-six years. He was born
grasshopper shall be a burden, and de- in Norway, the son of Albert H. and
sire shall fail: because man goeth to Hannah (Towne) Stuart. He graduated

J

I

During the three days of last weel
I that a man was digging for a water pip<
the Square, I»·, was alone at least two·
Well, have you anything to say aboul
I thirds of the time, the usual crowd oi
· indlenias Day nonsense"·.'
.·
I volunteer observers being conspicuous
1 e fashionable form of hand ba^cage I
by their absence. There could be nc
n* u .w is a tin water pail—or two tic
I more eloquent testimony to the severity
.% ,.'er
p<»ile.
I of the weather.
A horse belonging to J. F. King got
The grange had a good programme oe
Mr. King I
it*i_* broken Tuesday idgbt.
Next Thursday afternoon
Saturday.
•is to have more than his share of I 'here will be a sale of fancy articles at
! aid lock.
I th*ir hall with free admission. In the
there will be a sale and enterI
ri»e Congregational pulpit w;ts sup- evening
Dean's orchestra will furnish
1 .ii Sunday by Kev. Β. H. Tdton of Ifainruent.
music. Two farces will be given foltsl TiltO·, Ν. H.. now a student in I
lowed by sociable. Admission to each
bb I>iνiηi*y School.
■ child or adult in the evening is 10 eenui
Mr>.

rtland.

a

Jin

>

and Mrs. William EI. Stiles, who
At the iiood Cheer Bazaar next week
Boston for the last two
ve Ix'en in
I there will be a hoop wound with ribbon
nths. returne<l home Thursday. Miss
I and for live cents you can guess the nurnM.iï'clle <i. stiles aocompanietl them.
I tier of yards of ribbon on the hoop anil
['he schubert (Quartette, with Mrs. I the one that guesses as near correctly as
id' Auburn, reader, lieorge A. I possible will be presented with a very
ii: jgs. baritone. Carl Brigirs violinist. I l.andsome chair.
The chair was the gift
\Ir^ Cora S. Briggs pianist, gave a lof J. H. Barrows of Bethel and will be
rt in Hobinson Hall. Oxford, last ■ exhibited in (>race Thayer's store winldow this week.
Wednesday evening.
Mr

Mary

H.

Orville

STOMACH AND
LIVER TABLETS. UNEQUALLED
FOR CONSTIPATION.
Mr. A. R. Kane, a prominent druggiat
of
Baxter
Springs, Kansas, says:
"Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab-

years ana two month·.
In the death of Mrs. Bridgbam, Buck
field loses another of it· long-time resi
dent· and most esteemed citizen·. Bon
in Calais, Me., in Dec. 1828, she came t(
Buckfleld in early life and became th<
wife of Orville Bridgbam, one of tb<
sons of the late Dr. William Bridgbam
Of the reedlt of this union three cbildrei
died in childhood, and one eon, Georg<
H. Bridgbam, with whom ahe bas llvec
on the farm near Buckfleld village sinot
the death of her husband some yean
ago, still snrvives.
Mrs. Bridgbam was a sister of thi
late William H. Atwood, of whom tw<
sisters are still living, Mrs. Anne Louise
Wilbur of Boston, and Mrs. Sarah J
Smith of Moore*· Mills, X. B. She hai
become one of the older residents ol
Buckfleld, having lived in the houx
where she died for about fifty years
and she made many friends in the com
m unity where she bad resided so long.
The funeral services were conducted
by Rev. J. C. Prince at the Baptist
church on Wednesday afternoon of last
week, and the remains were depositee
in the receiving tomb at the Buckfiel(i

t

our

are
lets are, in my judgment, the most suOur entire stock of Flannelette Wrappers, nil the Domestic
put an assortment
cold
is
it
when
perior preparation of anything in use to- Jewelry Company
and
on
these,
You can save money
marked down.
day for constipation. They are snre in of solid gold and gold filled jewelry
action and with no tendency to nauseate
to wear them. The colors are rtds, blues and silver grays. Mostly
enough
or gripe.
For sale by Shurtléff A Co., into this store for the Christmas
38, 40, 42, 44, 46
South Taris; Noyes Drug Store, Nor$ .79
The $1.00 grade now
way; Jones Drug Store, Oxford.
trade. About $400.00 worth is unnow
98
The
for
■oth-r Grajr's Swwt Powden
1.25 grade
Olldrw,
sold and will be closed out at cost.
Successfully οββΊ by Mother Gray, nurse In the
nôw
1.19
The
grade
1.50
Children'* Home In New York. Cure Feverish
MM, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders. move
This is one of the most reliable
We also have a good line of the heavy print and percale at $1,
and regulate the Bowel· and Destroy Worms.
Over 30.000 testimonials
Thry nerer/aU. At all
to re·
Remember ours is the "Domestic" perfect in fit.
and
Allen makers and their

Than

Κ·ϋιΙ·| .Wore Dsagcroo·
Cutting Corns. The Foot-£u< SaniCora Pad care by absorption. Something

tary
entirely new. Tbe Sanfury oil· and vapors do
the work. Sold by all Druggist·, 25c. or by mall. is
*ample malie 1 FRKE. Address, Allen 8. Olmsted. Le Boy, Ν. T.

Expressive Name
F.

A.

8HURTI.EFF

REMEDY

cemetery.

THAT

for

Λ CO. HAVE BIMPI.R
IS

GUARANTEED

entire satisfaction for five years

"good

Lady

fering.

Notice*.

Legislative

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

year"

2, and ist

hours, 10:30

m.

following

of each

Eyes

A

month.

j

I

grades<.

Move» for Sale.

AT

good

grades·

$1.19

3.00grades,

Boys'

grades,

Winter Overcoats, Ulsters, Suits
and Fur Coats marked down.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY,

VETERINARY

Just Received

SURGEON,

New Shirt Waist Suitings from 25
to 69c., no two alike and the latest novelties.

New Walking Skirts direct from the
factory in variety of new cloths

by

Great

Bargain.

The balance of our $1.00 left over
Corsets for 49c.
Job Lot of New Hamburgs for 5,
9 and 25c. per

:S. B. &1S.

■

I

Norway,

Maine.

quality

s;jmonia.

price

admission.

? JAMES N. FAVOR,

CASTOR ΙΑ
'1 Til KMYn Dill AlwipBlMigkt

wis

$3.98

J

NORWAY. MAINE.

Hartford Conn.

On the .'list

«if December, l;O4, made to tl»e Stale of Maine.

day

Commenced Business 1819.

W. H. KING, Secretary.

Capital paid

up in cash, ·$4,<)00,<ΚΧ).

ASSETS. December 31, 1004.

$

Real Estate owned by the Company, unincumbered,
Loans on Bond and Mort^a^e (lirst liens)

Stocks and Bonds owued by the Company, Market Value,
Cash in the Company's principal office and in bank.

Agents' Balances
Interest due and accrued

ί 15,023,124.24
20,175.05

Gross Assets,

Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted Assets,

$ 15,002,948.50

LIABILITIES, December 31, 1904.

?

Net amount of Unpaid Losses and Claims.
Amount required to safely re insure all outstanding risks,
All other demands against the Company
Total Liabilities,

up in cash,
Liabilities

Capital actually paid
Net Surplus over all
Surplus

for

425,000.00
12,64)0.00
13,593,083.86
5*98,606.30
503,018.20
755.82

None.

$4,000,000.00

....

5(54,542.63
4,4!>y,155.84

%

5,063,098.47

0,539,250.12

10,539,250.12

Policy-holders,

Aggregate, including Capital and

Net

$15,002,948.59

Surplus,

FREELAND HOWE, Agent,
Norway. Maine.

|ΡΡΒΡΡΡΡΡΒΡΡΡΟΡΒΒΡΡΡ8Β&Ρ»&<.--30»ΦΟ&&£€ΐΡΡΡ»βΦΒΒΒΡΒΒΡΡΡΙ
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F.

A.

Κ.

§nntTLEFF A CO.

NlUBTI.KFF A CO.

Λ.

PINE TREE COUGH SYRUP
lia* cured oilier·, il

η

ill

you.

cure

as
This remedy should be in the hands of every family,
cause immewill
or
cold
a
for
use
its prompt
slight coil4h
diate relief, while cases of loi g stalling and apparently

yield to its curative powers.
valuable for the cough of children

incurable character often

*

!i It is

especially

if results

are

Price 25 cents

a

Your money refunded

1

;

1

ot

satisfactory.

bottle.

PREPARED AND SOLD ONLY BY

ί

<

j

j

j
?

If. a.shurtleff&co. i
Pliarmaoists.

j
J

Z Stores,
F.

A.

Mil

IIΤ 1.1 : H

&

j}Maine.
r.

CO

KIIIHTLKI'I' A CO.

->:ι·>tiaaaaaaa·

CASTOR ΙΑ For Infills ltd ΙίιΙίΜ.
Th· Kind You Haie Alwajs Bought

N,

A.

Dayton

Are

«

Bolster &. Co.

improving and enlarging

to double the floor space their

Carpet, Wall Paper and
Curtain Department
and will show March 1st the
largest and best stock we have
ever

carried.

3d

SOUTH

Square,

Market

MAINS.

PARIS,

Out Sale
Closing
PRINCE,

bargain

systeii

plaited bottom, flannel,

yard.

Horse Blankets Marked Down,

β

Skirts in mixtures.

hades,

/Etna Insurance Company,

YEAR'S

STORES.

^

JUDKINS,

?

\VM. B. CLARK, President.

PRICES

Dargalll

tA

Walking

now

Incorporated 1819.
NEW

Prices

grades

line of

mixture, brown

Abstract of the Annual Statement of the

One good large sized sitting room
stove, but 1 ttle used, and one good
wood cook stove, cheap, at Dearborn's, the saw man, near fair

at

priccs

good

Office

Examined free.

1

redout

a

Ι27-Ι29]Γ1ΑΙΝ STREET.

to 4 p. m.

Τ|»Λ||βΛ|·β

1

Skirts.

Thursday

Do You Want

tertained

Sc.

House, Norway

Elm

at

Thursday, Feb.

■

BLUE

I2^c.
All Fancy Outing

Oculist,
will be

Maxim & Russell's.

jthe

w

grade

NOTICE.

grounds.

LEGAL AFFAIRS.
The Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
public hearing In Its room at the State House In

Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

now

neat

$4.98,

toc.

now····

The aunu.il im-etlng of the stockholders of the
I'lne Sh e .Mioc Co will l>e hold at their ollloe.
•Ν M nln Mi ec
Vu'wav. Maine. Tuesday, Feb
'21,1ΗΠ5, at lu o'clock In the forenoon, for the pur
pose of electing a Hoar·! of Directorsαη<1 Officer»
for the ennuliiK > «*J»r >»<l traiiHactlng eucb other
business as ιιιαν properlv come before them.
F. K. I'ECOSTKR, Clerk.

ciple

used it with perfect success. My child
Garland is subject to severe attacks of
croup and it always gives him prompt
relief." For-sale by ShurtletT & Co.,
South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;

ONE LOT

a

7$c.

and wrappers.
very pretty for waists

are

We have

gentleman of fair education to travel

or

firm of 1150.000 capital.
Salary 91,072 per
year an<l exp^n^s, pal<l weekly. Address
M PKRCIVA I,. South Pari·. Me.

for

ioc.

lajc. grade

marked down,

now

now

grade

The

The

The 15c.
These

Wanted.

I

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy

gold."

South Paris, Me.

TO

CURE THE TROUUI.K.

No one word better expresses the conThe Ellsworth American's Great Pone
items include this meek and
lowlj dition of the sufferer from weak stomach
apology: "Through an error of the or indigestion than "misery." The stomeditor, not of the correspondent, Guj ach is weak and cannot digest the food,
Chick's family was made to number 14 so that there is no appetite, there are
daughters; the item should have said I pains and griping in the stomach -and
that he and bis good wife recently be bowels, the head and back ache, and the
came the parents of a 14-pound daughter
misery goes to every organ.
We fear that the little country gossip
Strengthen the stomach and the digestThis
its
on
started
ive system by the use of Mi-o-na.
item, which has got well
travels through the newspapers, can't b( is the only stomach remedy known that
overtaken by this correction, but as Mr. gives relief by strengthening the stomChick hopes for this number in due sea ach and digestive organs. It is this printhat makes it a certain cure for
son, he says it's all right.11
indigestion. Other medicines may give
Λ Washington County man says that temporary relief by helping digest the
in order to get to the water of Grand food, but they do not strengthen the
Lake through the ice the other day he stomach, and that organ gets weaker
had to cut a hole eight feet in diameter and weaker all the time.
F. A. Shurtlefl & Co. the reliable retail
at the start and then hew steps on his
Human imagination drug Arm have so much confidence in
downward way.
staggers at the prospect of sportsman't this remarkable remedy that they guarstories to come from such an expert antee a cure, or the money, will be refunded. Mi-o-na costs but Γ>0 cents a box.
when the open season arrives.
Ask to see the strong guarantee given
with every box.
PERFECT CONFIDENCE.
Mi-o-na is in tablet form and should be
Where there used to be a feeling ο f
each meal. Other remedies
uneasiness and worry in the household taken before
troubles and indigestion are
when a child showed symptoms of croup, for stomach
and decompose
there is n··» perfect confidence. This is taken after the meal,
fond you eat, but Mi-o-na used
owintî to the uniform success of Cham- lie good
the stomach,
berlain's Cough Remedy in the treat- before eating strengthens
heals all irritation and inment of that disease. Mrs. M. I. Bas- soothes and
enriches the blood, and
ford, of Poolesville, Md., in speaking of flammation,
in such a healthy conlier experience in the use of that remedy I puts the stomach
in dition that it will take care of the food
says: "I have a world of confidence
suffor I have itself and there will be no pain and

as

Manv pretty patterns,

Our line of Flannelette is marked down.
all colors.

CHASE'S VARIETY STORE,

Indigestion

Flannelette.

free any article which does not

place

give

$1.75.

$1.25

guarantee

druggist·, 25c. Sample FBEK. A<ldre»s,
Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. T.

S.

ANOTHER CASE OF RHEUMATISM Augusta,
THl'BSDn', Feb. 23, ΓΛ5.
amend Chap. 73 of the
CURED BY CHAMBERLAIN'S PAIN I No MS—An act to
Chap. 18 of I
[
Special laws of 1866 as amended by entitled
"an
BALM.
the 1'rlvan and Special laws of 18Î»
net creating the South 1'aris Village Corporation.
The efficacy of Chamberlain's Pain
P.
BAXTER, Secretary.
PERCIVAL
his long home, and the mourners go from the Norway High School and found Balm in the r' lief of rheumatism is beabout the streets; Or ever the silver cord employment in the Norway shoe factory,
INLAND FISHERIES AND «ΑΜΕ.
demonstrated daily. Parker Triping
be loosed, or the golden bowl be broken, I at Exeter, Ν. H., and later at Marlboro, lett, of Grigeby, Va., says that ChamTim ommlttee on Inland Fisheries and Game
The remains were brought to berlain's Pain Balm gave him permanent will give a public hearing In Its room at the State
or the pitcher be broken at the fountain, Mass.
In Augu«ta,
Hnu«e
were
services
the
funeral
or the wheel broken at the cistern."
relief from rheumatism in the back when
j Norway where
TUESDAY, Feb. 21, at 2 P. M.
Criticise the writer of Ecclesiastes ( held at his sister's, Mrs. Geo. I. Cum· everything else failed, and he would not
On an act for the protection of gray squirrels
on certain lands In Fryeburg.
Corn,
and discuss the subject with him, and ; mings', Sunday afternoon by Rev. S. G. be without it. For sale by Shurtleff
Meal
Davis.
let me off, please.
TUESDAY, FEB 28, at 2 Ρ M.,
South Paris; Jones Drug Store,
Co.,
corn
I
ch. 321 of the P. Λ S. Laws Cracked
i'arl Tiiii'er of Canaioharie. Ν. Y.. is
amend
to
act
On
an
in
the
Creator
our
days
Remembering
Oats
Store, Norway.
Mill
Drug
Oxford;
in
Noyee
smelts
brook,
to
taking
of 19H3, relating
Wheat
of our youth, if not forgotten later on, I visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. E.
with petition or Ο. E. Andrews and 100 others
Cotton Seed Meal
illuminates the way and brightens the ( Tower.
'or the same.
To Mother· In ThU Town.
Winter bran
Mrs. Rose Powers, who has purchased
On an act to regulate the taking of white perch Pllk bran.
sunset, and that is the thought we ex- j
and
cr»»s
Chlldrn who are delicate, feverteh
and
flogan
uunds,
and black bass In Whitney
standard bran
pressed in different language in the arti- the millinery business of Mrs. V. W. will get Immediate relief from Mother Urav'*
the In I lie county of Oxford, and Tripp pond, In the Fancy middling*
cle condemned by our fair contemporary. Hills, took possession the last of tho -weet I'owder· for Children. They cleaneechlM
Climax middling»
fetoroach, act on the 11ν<τ, making a Mckly
J Com ty of Androscoggin.
O, yes, we should prefer to kiss a week. Mrs. Hills will, for a time, con- strong and healthy. A certain cure for worms.
Brown-middlings,
TUESDAY, Feb. 28, at 2 P. M.
store.
to
take
than
in
the
AdFree.
if
she
didn't
tinue
snuff,
woman,
Sample
Sold by all riruggnte, 2Sc·
and 30 others, resi- Ml*edfeed,
Everett
J.
T.
of
On
petition
Haskell stock feed
who for years has dree», Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
on
E.
we
never atDrake,
a
close
time
And
F.
Mrs.
for
with
her.
dents of OtlslWd, pravlng
dispute
ami An- Ra'ed shavings,
as trimmer,
Thompson pond, Cuml>erland, Oxford
tempt to argue on any subject that is been with Mrs. V. W. Hills
Choice hay
Jan.
1st
to
1st
from
Sept.
counties,
droscoggin
It Keep· the Feet Warm and Dry.
Straw
outside the pale of argument. It never will open rooms and continue In the
of each year.
Ideal flour
occurred to us to question the Pauline millinery business either at her home on \sk to-day for Allen's Foot-Ka«e. a powder. It

streets

Down.

Marked

Last fall the American Standard

The most familiar sicht
The Epworth League will celebrate
se days is the plumber's team, loaded I'he birthday of George
Washington at
per "bush. $0til
frozen
for
a«
attacking
;!i hi> weapons
Methodist chinch Wednesday, at
"
se
doesn't
he
of
will
be
water pipes.
The programme
Apparently
17:45 ι*, m
"
M
"
Lave time to take the blanket off his I special interest with addresses by Rev.
100
1
40
lbs.
rse from morning till night.
and
100
Clifford,
I Messrs. Little. Chesbro
per "
l 25
I music by children, solos by Mr. George
"
1*
The selectmen have engaged Mr. and
The
"
Sue
Wheeler.
and
Miss
I
pul1 1ft
Maxtield of «ireeowood to take Briggs
Mrs.
"
145
will be covered by our national Hag.
I
"
charge of the town farm the coming I pit
14·»
to those who
"
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Curtis, who A small admission except
125
"
I assist on the programme.
1 so
have been on the farm for the past year,
"
1 35
do not wish to remain longer on account
Don't forget the Good Cheer Bazaar
per bale, 30
f Mrs. Curtis' health.
lbs. *5
Icomes off Wednesday and Thursday ol
per loo
"
5ft
I next week. The sale will open at
bbl. β 50
At the annual meeting of Paris Public
per
"
11» o'clock Wednesday afternoon and con·
«50
AchStock's Best Patent
at 2 P. M.
March
evening,
Sore,
2,
Association
Swollen,
Saturday
cures
Sweating.
TIIUB3DA
Y,
Chilblains,
"
Library
«35
I tinue through the afternoon and evening statement that the whole creation groan- Pleasant Street or on Main Street.
On an Act to amend i-ectlon 3 of paragraph 6, Idly White
I· g. Damp feet. At all druggists and shoe store»,
"
the following officers were chosen:
«35
On Friday last, Vice Grand Chancellor IS rents.
entitled Oxford Courtv, of chapter 40'< of the White Loaf,
land Thursday afternoon. At (5:30 P. M. eth and travaileth tn pain until now. The
"
«no
Ashto
l're»l cut—lame·· S. W riifht
Harvest
1903.
of
Grand
laws
P.
relating
King,
Lodge
and special
above and be- M. L. Kimball of the K.
fact
private
iu
that
fixed
"
will
be
served
I
Almighty
8
supper
75
Kt'
Wednesday
V Ice-President—A C.T
g.
Crosby Bread Flour,
"
ing In the tributaries of the Megalloway river.
7 00
Cheer Hall at the usual prices to yond argument and contention an eter- made an official visit, accompanied by
Bread Flour,
Diamond
IGood
-ecretary and Treasurer— N, I). Bolder
Born.
"
M.
H
l)r
Anat2l\
at
00
er
2.
March
7
vjficio.
THURSDAY,
l»irectorj—Jame* s. Wright
Gold Medal Bread Flour
A. M. Thomas, to Cabot Lodge
I everybody. The sale will be in New nity ago, or thereabouts.
"
β 75
On petition of Chas. Hlabee and other·, of Columbus, a Blended Flour
Wv lbury. Ml*.- SuMe L. Kounile, Kev. H. A.
And now we wait expectantly and yet dover. This week he made an official
I Hall and on Wednesday evening to enlivec
Oxford County, relating to fishing for salmon
Cliff rd. Slla» P. Ma*lm.
a
where
Elmer
of
at
wife
the
Bath,
to
Fe»·.
word
and
Arcadia
In
Oxford
14,
visit to
In Locke's Mille,
Lodge
in
Llt rarlan—Miss Alice H Kulght.
I the occasion a good orchestra will be In patiently for a woman's last
ami trout In iitg Concord pond,
taken
Straw
and
exchange
Hay
a
John.
new hall was dedicated to the K. of P. Cummlngs, «laugher.
County.
postscript.
In Rutnfortl Fall*, Feb. 6, to the wife of Jamee
for grain.
Win. K. Kimball Post and Relief Corpa I attendance.
C. C. KINSMAN, Secretary.
On Monday evening he visited vhna, a eon.
use.
in
is
will bold a camptire on Thursday, Feb.
I he drama. Hazel Adams,
prepaLetter from Mr. Stowe.
Fort George Lodge at Brunswick and
Id Norway, Feb. 10, to the wife of Max M.
I. Harry Bust Post and Belief Corps, ration by the committee and will be
a daughter.
Yarmouth, Feb. 16. 1005.
Wednesday evening, Enterprise Lodge Zlegler,
In Norway, Feb. 9, to the wife of Charles J.
ind T. A. Roberta Post and Relief Corps u'iven in New Hall the evening of March
:
at Auburn.
Democrat
Editor
a «laughter, Alice Irene.
Ma-βΙηι
tte,
have been invited to be present with us 2d, the second evening of the Good
Jesse Allard and Howard Moulton
In Bant Hebron, Feb. 10, to the wife of Lester
It is my humble opinion that the oldThe tire will be "Hiked Cheer Bazaar, or rather for the closins
at that time.
a
eon.
Ν.
John*on,
and
Exeter,
H.,
est inhabitant would be obliged to tax stopped in Dover
In North Water ford, .Ian. 23, to the wife of
-pen"' at 10 o'clock a. m. Rations is- event of the Bazaar. Some of our best his brain very heavily to give the data Sunday.
Robert A. Kimball, a'laughter
Per order.
sued at 1-' M.
talent is in the cast and it can't help bul
at
fell
horse
The Canadian Express
In Bethel, Feb. 16,to the wlfe'of Edward King,
of a winter in the past as cold and con- !
Κ. T. Rkcoru. P. C.
be a great success. Further particular»
8<> as the one we are at present
the corner of Main and Bridge Streets a eon.
tinuously
II \ Kai.ster. Ail it.
In Cambridge, Mass Feb 14. to the wife of
will
licketsfor this drama
next week,
Still, I have passed it thus Friday afternoon and delayed the ex- Clayton K. Brooke, a eon. (William Brooke )
noor enjoying.
on «ale at Shurtleff A* Co.'β at
to the
g->
of
enreason
Penfold
and
and
Mrs.
repairs
slight
comfortably,
h.
A.
Howe
far
Mrs.
very pleasantly
press by
Admission
Feb. 'J">th.
the Seneca Club at Mrs. Pen- Saturday,
barring severe colds which have kept sleigh.
to all parts of the hall excepting
Married.
'· ni s last
The men's supper at the Congreme indoors a great portion of the time.
Monday evening. A delicious cents
will be reserved
seven tlie first two r»>ws which
at
The holidays—Thanksgiving, Christ- ! gational vestry Thursday evening was
wer supper was served
Y°u always need Work
We have marked all
cents each.
15
at
for
children
was
most
food
The
success.
seated
made
: >ck and with seventeen ladies
mas and New Year's—were
very a great
In South I'arle, Feb. 16. by Rev. Edwin W.
I
You can save
1Trousers.
with
served
Maud
Mies
and
and
W.
Andrews
abundantly
and
Pierce, Mr. Albion
my gratitude goe« generously
around the table it was a very jolly
About the middle of last week watei enjoyable to me,
Troupers at
Parle.
our Dress
entertainboth
of
The
M.
Parlln,
and
ic
carwho
contributed
was
a
friends
style.
I he usual programme
irlair.
great dignity
profit by buying
began to run out of the ground near the out to kind
In Bryant's Pond, Jan. 39, by A. Mont Chase,
after the inner man was well upper end of the grass plot in the it so largely. Congratulations, tokens ment following was excellent, the proLupham and Mrs.Sa lle
now.
F*q., Mr. Benj. Franklin
The
afford
follows:
as
was
cannot
and
which
of
Plantation.
Milton
in
of
both
for
the
con
bein^
the
evening
flowed
of
variety,
M.
e<l.
generous
you
friendship
i.aphain.
subject
I gramme
Square. Quite a stream
In Bryant's Pond, Feb IS. by A. Mont Chase,
A very pleasaut evening. tinuouslv, running down the street cai many reminders of by-gone days and Schubert Quartette of South Paris
^>r II it ko.
Mr. Aaron E. Cox and Mrs. Lottie L Child,
$1.50 grades
were ! assisted by F. E. Tower, Mrs. H. L. Epii.,
to
for
inches
wishes
come,
several
kind
it
let
with
days
We'll come again, ladies.
to
tra< k and covering
both of Woodstock.
pass.
2'°°' 3,75
In Norway, Fob. 15, by Rev. S. O. Davis, Mr.
of ice. Evidently it came from tin highly appreciated, and I could but feel Home, accompanist.
4h
-/»n
Mae
#1
Ida
D
Miss
The officers of Paris Lodge, F. and
and
Flood
Glefe WllUam Raymond
of the Norway svstem whicli that my dear friends were building Gavotte,
of Norway
$1.60,2.25
both
\
50
M were installed Tuesday eveninir. service pipe
Marston,
4
U
75'
Quartette
It took a greater than they knew. The recipient !
runs acrostr to Pythian Block.
Warren
In Wilton. Feb. 9, by Re». A. T. Craig, Mr
The full list is:
So'o, His Picture of Her.
$4·°°» 3-75
..>...$2.50
of these favors, who has so recent!;
Weeton P. Holman ot Dlxfleld and Mise Ina M.
F. E. Tower.
man nearly two days and a half to dit
W M -C. Ε McArlle.
Strelezkl Ward of Wilton.
down through the frozen ground to th< passed the milestone engaved 87, begs tu Piano duet,
"*
W.—Alloue Wiieeler.
In Canton, Feb. 8, Mr. Millard Hatch and MUe
ami lire. Wilson.
Hurnhnm
Mr».
25
his
$3
gratitude
400
I W —1 tuir!ei H. H'Want
Knee Pants.
Foster Lillian Johnson.
pipe in front of Odd Fellows- Block st be excused from expressing
My OUI Kentucky Home,
1 rem».—\Vm. O. Krothluichmw.
the water could be shut off. They are in words equal to the occasion. This
Quaitette.
"
Sec-—H Woodbury.
Τ
rote
re
3-5°
redear
with
marked
was
3.00
Solo, Leonore,
now dinging where the break is supposed last event
s I»
\V|rt *Uu'ejr.
40c.
$ .50
Mrs. Smiley.
membrances.
Died.
N
•I l>.—Wm. !.. Soi,ie.
to be.
Buck
44
«
20°
60c.
Solo, Fear Not Ye, Ο Israel,
feel
led
to
me
have
Mar.—Charles II. George.
2,5°
These experiences
.75
F. Ε Tower.
s > -Hlrain X. Porter
Klttredire
delegation of the members of a deeper interest in those who have pass- Tenting nn the Old Camp Ground,
"
·
80c
i.00
B.
"
W. Frotblnichaui.
Daniel
Mrs.
Austin,aged
1.60
-Ueortfe
Relief
Feb.9,
and
In
Mexico,
Corpt ed the threescore and ten or fourscore
2.00
W. K. Kimball Poet
± ?
Quartette.
Tyler—Wm. a. Porter.
TU vears, 10 months.
attended the (». A. K. Encampment and
Curtis have cut a much
to all
and
&
Feb. IS, Burton, son of
mortal
lives,
Russell
their
of
Waterfo-d,
Eaet
In
Mount Mica Lodge, I. O. O. F., had » W. S. B.C. convention in Lewiston. years
than Mr. and Mrs. Philip II. Rolfe, aged 9 months, 3
sufferers of pangs which flesh is heir to, larger supply of ice this season
*''ϋ visitation Thursday evening, when Thursday and Friday, among whom and I kindly ask if they are receiving ever before. They have filled their days.
In Ituckfleld, Feb. 11, Mrs. Mary Brldgham,
•ver sixty members of West Paris Lodge
Commander and
were the following:
that attention even in a small degree to large bouse at the lake and have a large aired 76 years.
The visitors came Mrs. Edgar Record, Rev. and Mrs. J. H.
were entertained.
well
house
of
the
east
the
In Hucktleld, Feb. 15, Seth Dudley.
as
considered
at
ice
of
stock
which they are entitled
In Marlboro, Mass., Feb. 9, Albert Osmond
down on the afternoon train, which ar- Littie, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Monk, Mr
from the standpoint of Christian fellow- packed in hay and in such manner as to Stuart of Norway, aged 26 years, 8 months, 5
houi
an
rived here about half past five,
and Mrs. .lames R. Tucker. Mr. and Mrs
who
are with- insure its keeping well into the season.
not
there
Are
many
days.
ship?
of
•iud a half late. A drum corps from Frankliu Maxim, Mr. and Mrs. Wintield
Come and see us.
increase the
In Madison. Feb. 7, C. G. Bovee, formerly
holding their words of cheer, kindly Should the demand fpr ice
64 years.
Mount Mica Lodge met them at the S. Starbird, Mrs. Angie W. Bolster, Mrs.
not firm will undoubtedly build another and Lynchvllle, aged
and
CasAlbert
loving
sympathy,
Mrs.
In South Waterford, Feb. 10,
train and escorted them to the hall, Kate B. Stuart, Miss Olive M. Stuart, greetings
from intentional ingratitude or indiffer- larger house.
well.
of Oxsupper was served in (Îrand Army Hall Mrs. Nettie Murphy, Mrs. Lvdia A
communication
with
In Hanover, Feb. 8, Mrs. Charles Thomas,
the
the
At
but
regular
non-impressed
ence,
simply
N
69 years.
o'clock, during a recess of the lodge, Rounds, Mr*. Helen M. Child, Mrs fact of
undone what would re- ford Lddge, No. 18, F. and A. M., Friday aged
leaving
In Sweden, Jan. 28, Mrs. Susan Tower.
and the second degree was later con- Ellen M. Curtis, Mrs. Carrie A. Hatha
an82
sult in great helpfulness done? I admit evening, it was decided to have the
In Norway. Feb. 12, Alfred 8hattuck, aged
SOUTH PARIS.
ferred by the degree team of West Pari* way. Mrs. Hannah E. Carter, Mr. Chandate to years, 8 months.
are many noblo and heroic excep- nual "Ladies' Night" at some
there
The visitors were taken home on dler Swift, Mr. lieorge Tucker, Mr.
-ie.
tions to this, and to all such 1 call tc be settled upon in the near future.
the Norway train running as a special, Charles A. Voung, Mr. (ieorge W. Cole
beinind the words: "Inasmuch as ye have Ladies' night at Oxford Lodge has
leaving here about 12:30.
DR. T. J.
done it unto one of the least of these my come one of the most select, social and
siuce
thai
few
a
was
discovered
days
It
have done it unto me."
Ladies' night at Hamlin Lodge, K. ol
pleasant features of the season. The
the bell iu the Methodist church wai brethren, ye
I· rid ay evening, was highly enjoyed
i
following committees having charge of
"Cut thy brra I upon the water».
cracked, and people realize, as they re
Ye who hare abundant »t -re;
the affair are as follows:
HIGH STREET, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
by a large company of Knights and theii call the sound of it in the past, that il
a
billow,
on
float
many
It may
Executive committee:
guests. Nearly 150 sat down to the sup has been off in tone for some time. Th«
Curtis IIIII and Paris Telephone.
It may sttraml on many a «bore.
W.M.-C. P. Barnes.
You may think It gone forever,
J'er. which was served bv the Good crack is about a foot in length, running
R. F. D. No. 1.
S. W.—H. F. Andrews.
Hut a* sure as God la true.
Tht
< heer .society at Good Cheer Hall.
*
Farris.
R
W.-H.
J.
PROMPT ATTENTION.
about five inches from tbi
world or In tbe other,
In
thld
longitudinally
Committee on Invitations—C. P. Barnes, H.
«ompanv then returned to Pythian Hall, rim of the bell, right where the hammei
It will yet return to you."
D. sm'th. C. F. Rldlon.
where the programme of the eveniup
strikes. It is thought that the bell cat
NOTICE.
Committee on supper—H. F. Andrews, Irvlniç
This comprised sing
was carried out.
for
Froet, James Favor.
be drilled aud stays put on at the end:
the District Court of the United State·
C. O. Pendexter.
Committee on entertainment—H R. Farris, R. Inthe
by a male quartette—Messrs. Dunn, of the crack to prevent its extending
Maine. In Bankruptcy.
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In tho matter of
but this will not restore the tone. MeanHall—solos by George A. Briggs. t
mark loses one of its best known citizens
EZRA M FULLER,
j In Bankruptcy.
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of Peru, Bankrupt. )*
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M. Fuller In
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To the creditors
and Northern Cumberland Counties
(irand Keeper of Records and Seal
of the town clock has been stopped, ant 1
at the Opera House, is an- the County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
of
Wilfred E. Kicker of Portland. A shori the bell is entirely silent. The trustee) ι account of his business and political re March 3d,
11th
the
on
that
day
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nounced by Miss Lot la Richardson, Miss
M. Fuller
season of social intercourse followed
lations with the leading men of hit
Feb., A. D. 1905, the said Ezra
meet in the office of Dr. Buck this Mon
Winnifred Hayes, and Miss Marguerite was
and that the lire!
duly adjudicated bankrupt,
during which a draft for more entertain day evening to consider the bell anc I time.
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invitations. A. 1). 1905, at 10 o'clock
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at an early age thi to others than those holding
time the aald creditor· may attend, prove
Stuart and remarks by Kev. J. W. Ches
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FUNNELETTE

Jewelry at Cost.

I CHAMBERLAIN'S

Obituary.
Buckfleld, Feb. 18tb, Mrs
Bridgbam, widow of the lat
Bridgbam, aged seventy-·!:

Died Id

N. D. Bolster A Co. will close thei
Tuesday, Feb. 28th, to take stocl
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W. Tirrell at Turner.
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AU the schools Id town will be dose

Wednesday, Feb. 22d.
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KraMWCKE8

of Ladies' Kid, Button and Lace Boots.

Former Prices from

$1.50 to $3.50.

Sale Price $1.00 to close.
Can be Seen in Window.

W. 0. & G. W.
SOUTH

Frothingham,

PARIS,

CASTORIAr«uw>rtcu*«i

Tlw Klid Yw Um Alwajs Bougbl

MAINE.

sf
*££
<*

χ:—> lacs.
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ι
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patterns and clean

to close out odd

up stock-

j

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,'

MAINE.
60 YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
DesKiNS
Copyrights 4.C.
«ketch end description may
whether an

»*η<11ιΐι(

a
hulckl/ uS'X-.t ;.n cur
iuve::tion υ pro'ably
Λ

η νο«·

opuikin free
patsntable. C"mm«nK*r
•IWisntrttftlypnnader.tiaL !Inr\.!tx~>kon Patenta
lent free. OMest iwenr* tor oiH urn.»· patenta.
Patenta taken through Munn λ Co. recalre
ψηίαί «title, without elmr-.ro. la the

Scientific Bittcricaiu

A handsomely lllnat rated weekly. I^inrest ctrTerms. |3 a
râÎiûïou of *ήτ scientific Journal.
,iewsJea!era.
Sold by all ne*;«le
i..u. months, »L
ivar ; four
ν

JIUNN5Co.36,»r~i-'HewYort
Branch υ»«.·β. (35 Κ SU Waahtmfn. P.

Oomspoodeitoe on toploa of latere·! to the Udi
U «oUolted. Addrew: Editor HoraMAKm*
OOLcmi. Oxforl Demoeret, Part·. Μ·Ιβ«

4!W—Jutabled Name·.
1. Ertep. 2. Toerahod. 3. Nielee.
I ream. 5. Laluiilw.
Λ.

Thousands of grateful people are tell·
ing every day how Doan's Kidney Pills
cured them of distressing aud dangerous
kidney and bladder troubles.

Chas. F. Ri
NORWAY,

TORTURING PAIN.
IU( This Mao's Sufferings Would
Have Killed Maay a Person,
But Doan's Cured Him.

—

Carpets

Wool

HOMEMAKERS* COLUMN.

U

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Why?

every

They

me.

'Tie very singular, but let that be—
The wisest they who most with me confer.
I am. In truth, a striking character.
So. 4 CO.—Reversible·.

Reverse a present tense of tlie verb
to be and have mother.
Reverse 11 ν lug or active aud have
bud.
Reverse beheld aud buve a past tense
form of the verb to be.

kidI do
thiuk that

to cure my
ey s.

any

ever

man

C- r oil is a most unpalatable oil.
Oil p—8 are so valuable that peoplf
pay to look at them.
C—e oil Is made from a spice.
C—r oil is uiade from a gum.
W -η oil is made from the berries

dealers; price, fifty cents per box.

and leaves of
So.

Causes

wild

I.

II.
oooo

0

ΙΠ. oooo

0

0

0

For many years it has been supposed that
Catarrh of the Stomach caused indigestion
and dyspepsia, but the truth is exactly the
opposite. Indigestion causes catarrh. Repeated attacks of Indigestion inflames the
mucous membranes lining the stomach and

Word Squares.

oooo

00·····00
οο·····οο

exposes the nerves of tho stomach, thus causof
ing tho glands to secrete mucin Instead
This is
the juices of natural digestion.
called Catarrh of the Stomach.

I.—1. Λ heavenly body. 2. Separated
by violence. 3. Surface. 4. To harvest.
II.—1. One of the books of the
Bible. 2. To stare at iuipudeutly. 3.
Λ feminine name. 4. Lank. III.—1. A
frame for holding pictures. 2. A com3. A twig. 4. A feminine
mon fruit.

Dyspepsia Curs

relieves all inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the stomach, protects the
nerves, and cures bad breath, sour risings,
a sense of fullness after eating, indigestion,
and all stomach troubles.

dyspepsia

Kodol Digests What You Eat

\«».

IC.'!.—Picture Pussle.

Make the Stomach Sweet.
Bcttlesonly. Regu ar size. SI 00, holding 2"4 times
the trial

»:ze.

which sells (or 50 cents.

IL
Prepared by E. O. DeWITT A CO., Chicago,
Sold

Records, Blanks, Horns, and
Supplies.

Berlin,

Ν. H.

Catalogues

sent on

by F. A· Shurtleff Λ Co.

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIG BLOCK,
NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

application.
1 wo familiar household articles are
here represented.
\o. 4111.—Charade.

WANTED.

We are rouu syllables naming a town;
A city It Is of fame and renown.
Fikst and second merrily ride;
t"Hiiu> and h>ikth In the dark earth
hide.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock ami Poplar, delivered on car* at
any K. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coming year.
E. W. PEN LEY. West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1904.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

DUfOHal.
All tbe words described contain the
When rightly
same number of letters.
guessed and written one below another,
the diagonals from tbe upper left band
letter to tbe lower right band letter
und from tbe lower left baud letter to
tbe upper right baud letter will each
No. 403.—Doable

ORANGE, MASS.
Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regard·
Xew Home" is madt
less of quality, but the
*"

LoweslPrices mOxiordCounty.
NORWAY,

MAINE.

with

BANNER LYE

To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can cf Βami r Lye in cold
lbs. oi grease, pour the
water, melt 5
Lye water in the grease. Stir and put

•side to set.

Cvery Pack···
Banner I ye is pulverized. The can
at will, permay be opc:.cù and closed
mitting the u3e of a small quantity at 1
it is just the article needed in
time,
It v.i!l clean pain*
houi~hold.
every
fluors, marl le and tile work, soiten water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipe»
\Vri?e for Luokl.t "L'j+s cj Β-inn :
on

The P«no Cheœ^ij

Wor^ji, PhilaJclphia
Uiul^n. Mim

Chart·· kicb_i'U:'-on Λ Γη.,

FOR SALE.
Set of
new.

single horse
Pung top.

sleds

Nearly

GEORGE H. D WIS,

South Parie.

V

Read

by authorised dealer» only,
llobba* Variety Store Co., AftaU,
Norway, Maine.

Wo. 4UO.—Curtail aient·.

Curtail a quadruped and bave a mark
of distinction.
Curtail plunder and
bave profit.

Saws!

Ko. 407.—Definition·.

Tbe teaching of tbe
1 one ducat
You can buy a wood saw of Dearborn, the saw man, cheiper than at young idea how to shoot.
A novel tie-Ileigbt. an exalted state.
any place in Oxford County.

SAW S CUT OVER

Wednesday, Thursday

each week.
Place

near

and

Friday

fair grounds.

C. DEARBORN,

C.

Slight Mistake.
Hip Van Winkle wakened rather flusof tered from his
twenty years' sleep.
"Yes, yes." he mnttered hastily.
"Tbe art-mon was very fine."
*
I'ercelving. however, that he was not
In church this time, he tottered down

Maine.

South Paris,

A. W. Walker & Son,
Dealers in

ICE, COAL,

LIME, CEMENT
—

*LSO

•CSff· Early Risers
I

Auburn, Me.

:

Ion* felt H to l»e » duty I owe to you and to tbt workl to say
I ndeed. I feel that all I can
something to recommendation of your Elixir
«ay will exprès» but a email part of tbe gratitude I feel for ths relief It afforded
me and my chlkl.
I wat c ndned to my bed several weeks with canker, and
suffered mora than 1 have word* to express. A fter trying many things I began
to despair of ever obtaining relief, but 1 κ m h:tei>y to ray that a few bottles of
your Kllxlr completely restore I me to health. A ad I would further state that
1 verily believe that It saved the life of mv little daughter
She. with me, was
ytrm up to Jit The canker settle·! In her eves, making her almost blind, and
no tongue can describe the suffer ng she endured.
Nothing »eemed to do her
any permanent good until 1 began to use your Kllxlr. when s ho began to mend
at once.
K.-spectfully your·.
MARTHA STAN WOOD.

For Sick Folks
by «11 druggist· Met·., McU. and $1.00.

Booklet Ar*·.

DR. J. P. TRVIlft CO., Auburn, He.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

the hill.—Exchange.

Sure of Hlniaelf.

clerk to
"I'll give you a position
start with," said the merchant, "and
pay you what you are worth. Is that
as

firm can afford it?"

Key to the 1'uasler.
Meta gram: Bead. mead,
No. 450.
read, bead. lead.
Illustrated Proverbs: 1.
No. 4Γ>1.
Handsome is as handsome does. 2. Let
sleeping dogs lie.
No. 452.—Living Creatures: Bee, cow.
dog, bear, ox, cat. deer, swallow, seal.
—

Cem-nt sidewalks made in 18 nnd
34 inch squares for $1.00 per square
yard. Cement steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.

What

Λ

satisfactory?"
"Oh. perfectly," replied tbe college
graduate, "but—er— do you tbiuk tbe

Does

••U

Comrade.

Hold

DR. TRUES ELIXIR
l>«. Tbvk
I have

1

of the trade. The "Ktw Home" stands atths !
head of all Htjih-ur»»!»' family sewing machines

a

—

Soap-Making

Ijs"·—free.

Our guaranty never runs out
We make Sewing Machines to suit all condition!
wear.

Saws!

Easy and Quick!

Pull Direction·

to

famous statesman.
Crosswords: 1. Traveled. 2. Indorse.
3. To adopt. 4. Moving wltb a dragging step. 5. Incessant. G. Trembling
with cold. T. Essays. 8. A stop in an
0.
orgnu having a flute-like sound.

spell

THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

—

Rteer.

No. 453.—Reversal: Ward, draw.
No. 454.—Charades: 1. In-at-ten-tion,
Inattention. 2. Few-ell. fuel.
No. 455.—A state: California.
No. 450.—'Triple Beheadings and Curtailings: 1. Aff inity. 2. Magnitude.

Beautiful eyes and bandeome face

vegetables

is a

are

decidedly asinine."

wonder what

"I

earth

on

he

course.

course and after fruit is
lighter
a
rhe bowl should rest

pessimist,

iainty plate.

upon

can

on a

The hostess may serve the soup and
alad, and the host may carve the joints
>r dishes, if the number of gnests is not
arge, or all the courses and dishes may
m served outside.—Ex.

Old.Fish—"A pessimist, my son, is a
eh who thinks that every worm haa a
iook in it."
Foley's Honey and Tar is best for
whooping cough, contains no
plates, and cures quickly. Careful
lotbers keep it in the boose.—F. A.
roup and

It makes no difference how many
nedicines bave failed to cure you, if you
are troubled with headache, constipation, kidney or liver troubles, Holllster's
Rocky Mountain Tea will make you
well. F. A. Shurtleff à Co.; Orin
Stevens.
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The Kind You Have

fiι
ι,
j* \

Always Bought

ÀVfegetabte PreparationforÀs-

lula-

Bears the

Signature

Promoles Digeation.Cheerful·
neilher
ness and Rest.Conlains
ium,Morphine nor>liiieral.
Opium

of

ot Narcotic,
Not

flm^e csoujïSAMvnPtraa#

Portland Division.

/Vytïi lW'

REDUCED RATES.
β I 00.
Portlnnd to Boulon,
41.00
....
Ufa eroouis,

TU Ε GOAT DEVOURED THE DICTIONARY.

mean';" cried the goat as the poet passed ou his way. "I never heard such
large words l»efore."
Then he strolled along a little farther

presently

he found
"Oh!" exclaimed the
the hook that has all
and I guess I can hud

and

Freight

J.

dictionary.
goat. "This is
the big words,

a

&

NEW YORK.
Λ I
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111 It

s

old
I

—

MS

TM· OCNTAUfl «OMPANV. NEW TO·· CITY.

ATTENTION FARMERS!

Mouldings stJ.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

11 ίο

EXACT copy OF WRAPPER.

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

constant working order; fourth, regular exercise every day In all weathers,
{supported In many cases by breathing
movement* and by walking and climbing tours; litfh, goiug to bed eurly and
rising early and restricting the hours

i>

DoS)

High G ade Portrait Work !

Loni Life.
Weber sums the main points to be
►bserved by those desirous of a long
life as follows: First, moderation In
eating, drinking and physical Indulgence: second, pure air out the house
.••lid within: third, the keeping of every
organ of the body, so far as possible. In

I

The Oxford Democrat

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer
FOR ONE YEAR

FOR

Nasal

CATARRH

In all its stages there
<
should be cleanliness.

of sleep to six or seven hours; sixth,
daily baths or ablutions, according to
Individual conditions, cold or warm or

Ely's Cream Balm

clean«cs, soothes and heals
'be diiea«ed mca;brr.i;c.
It cures catarrh anddi>< a
«way a cold ia tbe bead

followed by cold; seventh, regumental
and
work
occupation;
eighth, cultivation of placidity, cheerfulness and hopefulness of mind; ninth,
emi loyment of the great power of the
mind iu controlling passions and nervous fear: tenth, strengthening the will
iu carrying out whatever is useful and
warm

lar

œjooc(œ*3oœ»oooooooo»>M

Cream Bnlm le placed Into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and ia absorbed. Relief ia immediate and a cure fellows. It ϊβ cot drying—do«s
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 eents at Drug^i-its or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by malL
ELY BUOTIIEK5, 5β Warren Street, New York.

Wide=Awake
Farmer

over

______

Farm Hunters

Temper.

subscribe for

no

payment in

items of interest to himself and

advance.

family.

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

Tempi·,

Jk font·.
FUOTIIIXUHAM, South Paris,
FRENCH, Norway.

D.

W. υ.

unreasoning Joy Into which they spring
at the slightest possible excuse, and

ti e sorrow of a quarrel with a dear
one is paid for in the delight of "making up." Parents are very apt to impress on their children the beauty of
tills even disposition, but so far as I
can see the only benefit derived from

I). W.

admirably supply your
wants for county news and prove
a
welcome visitor in
every

CIIAKDLEK,

Quarrel·.
Javanese manner of settling
quarrels is quite original. When oue
man has offended another the injured
party gives notice that he Is angry by
drawing in the sand before the door
How Javanene Settle

The

Window & Door Frames, !

ï

If In w^intof any kin·! of Finish for Inside or
I'lne Lum
>utslde work, semi In your orders
>er and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing
F,

W.

<*r« Stm.nrj

make money from the farm.

Any person sending

money with the order

CHtXDLRR,

Main··.

us

can secure

er

$1.75.

One Year For

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO-DAY

jjj

as lueu become reconciled and emShould oue be refractory and
braie.
refuse to be conciliated he is ostracized
by the community so effectually that
he is soon brought to terms. It Is Just
possible that our enlightened citizens
might consider this method better than

to

the

OOOCMDnXiOOsCMSac&SCKfâC^^
THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

ly

all
of

the Democrat and Tribune Farm-

and Job Work.

Matclic ! Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

of the offender a circle with u straight
line across it, Indicating that hie affectlon. which would have been eternal, has been cut lu two. Friends of
both parties then shut thein up. They
parley awhile, then preteud to be born
again, prattle as little children and final-

will poet you every week on
important agricultural topics
the day, and show you how

household.

I will furnish DOORS ami WINDOWS of any ;
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

Als

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,

will

M.

Builders' Finish I

complexion.—Dona-

to give hini the experience <>f
advanced
the
others in all
ami
methods
improvements
which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
profits from the farm, ami with
special matter for every member of his family.

to keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,
BOSTON.
Tremont
NissauSt., N.V.

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

Couutyshould

a

Weekly Newspaper

We use our own money to advertise your property. We sell stores, mills, shops and hotels too.
150

NEEDS

Good Local

and more answered our extensive newspaper
advertising last year.
In Maine alone we sold 280 farms daring '04.
If you want to sell, write today for our free
farm description blanks.

We require

Farmer

who is interested in the news of
Paris and Oxford

It is usual tu envy the even tempered
people—those who are never unduly
elated or cast down, who "knit on
plain" all the time. If one like that sort
of ihinj; It would be equally natural
to envy the animals—cows and pigs, for
Instance— whose serenity is seldom disturbed. For my purt I think those even
tempered people lose uiue-tentbs of the
pleasure of existence. The depths of
grief and gloom into which impulsive
people are thrown are amply made up
for by the equally unreasonable and

Every^
Up=to=Date

Every

quickly.

In checking the craving for stlmulauts,
anodynes and other Injurious agencies.
-British Medical Journal.

:nkled
it Is an uj:
hoe's Magazine.

Franklin VVhaif,

Mats, Mirrors

gave the goat a sound thrashing.
And the goat decided that it Is not
well to acquire too much learning in
too short a time.- Atlanta Constitution.

Even

Facsimile Signature of

Agent.

and Pictures,

than when he began.
Just then the man to whom the dictionary belonged came along, and he

For Over
Thirty Yeers

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.

a*

Picture Frames

do?"
Then a happy thought occurred to
him.
"I shall eat the book," he said, "and
then I shall have all the words In use.
Surely 1 shall he learned enough then."
And the goat devoured the dictionary,
big words and little words and all, and
when he got through he was no wiser

an

F. LISCOMB,

low

as

Use

A perfect Remedy for ConstipaTlon. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Portland, Me.

the poet meant.
rend." he pondered.

of

always

rates

)ther lines.

out iu it what
Hut. then, I can't
"What am I to

DtM.-i<lvuntfi|î('H

Mx Smw*
AaUbUl·

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wha'f. Boston,
lailv except Sun'lay, at 7 p. M.

X
Maine.

South Paris,

V

for which

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75
please sent! to the address below The Oxford
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:

you will

X

X

Send Democrat to,

arguments and certainly
much cheaper than going to law.

knockdown

Send Farmer to.

The Oiulnoun Owl.

It's tin odd thing, but there are a
number of people who have a distinct
antipathy to the screech owl and cannot listen to a single burst of Its
The
hilarity without shuddering.
screech owl Is supposed by the negroes
en southern plantations to be in direct
communication with all the ghosts
He plays
an.I giants of the forests.
a great part In the more weird folklore
stories of the darkles. A funny superstition in regard to the screech owl Is
that if you will take your shoe or slipper off your left foot the first time you
hear 1111 owl laugh and turn the shoe

Signed

COCOA

NOTE,

The

purity.

Papers may be

sent to different

addresses if desired

I is distinguished from all Others by

full flavor, delicious
[itsabsolute

quality anil

QUAKER RANGE

so!e upward on the fioor and place your
"stoekiif foot" on the bottom of the
shoe's sole the owl will stop laughing
and fly for ten miles without rest.
Reudinir.

in the

The Lomey Rreeipt Book lent FREE.

The Walter M. Lowney Co., Boston, Mass,

Commercial Union

prop-

osition, and the writer's charm is wholly lost upon him—Harper's.
A Courtroom Joke.

Lord Erskine, when chief Justice of
England, presided once at the Chelmsford assizes, when a case of breach of
promise of marriage was tried before
him in which a Miss Tlckell was plaintiff. The counsel was a pompous young
man named Stanton, who opened the
with solemn emphasis thus:
cose
"Tlckell, the plaintiff, my lord." Erskine dryly interrupted him with: "Oh,
It
tickle her yourself, Mr. Stanton.

Assurance

Company, Limited.
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iterestand Rents,
Mary—"I am sure there are many
10 460 48
Hotter Ass.ta
who could make you far happier
(iris
that is what a family
Italian
fudge,
sects
$5,336 672 36
Gross A
than I could."
hurtleff Λ Co.
;hat recently passed a winter In Florence,
14,929 26
r «duct Items not ad m 11 let1
Bertie—"That's just the difficulty;
call the
confection
but they won't"
Beasie—"Did you give Harry a kiss?" ; [taly, facetiously
Admitted Aseets
$5.321,743 10
irhich they learned there to make. A ;hey oould,
Mattie—"Not on yonr life! I made
Liabilities Dec. 81,1904.
:upful of honey, a pound of ohopped
Winter ooughs are apt to result in conim pay for it in kind."
$ 400,228 67
et Unpaid Losses
dmonds, half the quantity of chopped , lumptlon if
They can be
3.139,689 OS
nearned Premiums
i
neglected.
a saltspoonful of powdered cln- , toon· broken
252.640 IB ;
)ecans,
11 other Liabilities
op by using Foley'· Honey would be unbecoming to my position."
Mothers can safely give Foley's Honey |
Liabilities
all
1,529.18519
over
and a quarter of % pound of , md Tar. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
g
ïamon,
arpius
nd Tar to their children for coughs and
ihocolate are boiled until the mixture
$5,821,748 10
Τ oUl Liabilities and Surplus,
olds, for it contains no opiates or other s thick. It is then turned into a butHow Some People Manage.
"Dr. Thlrdlelgh said he thought a
C. E. TOLMAN, Agent,
oisons. F. A. Shurtleff À Co.
"I believe," said Mrs. Borrougli, "that
ered tin. When it is oool it is rolled nan ahould vote aa he prayed."
So· tb Parla, Me.
If I can get the use of Mrs. Noowedd's
ntoasheeton a board sprinkled with
•♦Well?"
The straight and narrow path is broad
and is cut into blocks,
K>wdered
WE need a reliable man (or woman) to aell our
"Well, I suppose it's all right. Only I •hell cups and saucers next Friday and
nough for all—with the possible ex- J rhe blockssugar,
direct to tbe homes of South.
are set In the oven for a ] ieard him
say once he alwaya prayed Mrs. Hlfly will loan me her spoons and ft ■mlly remedieswork and
eption of tbe self-made man, who is in- hort tine to dry.—Sx.
arts. 8t°ady
good pay to the right !
onr or five time· a day."
Mrs. Housekeep will let me have some
lined to spread himself.
mon.
Address, "D," Democrat Office
£
rf her nice oolong mixture—I believe
The moat reliable preparation fori ['11
If nUk is kept ia a shall·w basin it'
bay · pound of sugar and give a
Foley's Hooey and Tar earee the
DeWit?· S) Mw
sweet for a longer time the· 1 cldney troubles on the market la Foley's I
1 pink tea."—Louisville Courier-Journal.
augh caused by an attack of the grippe. J1 ι ill remain
Shurtleff
*
Co.
]
».
A.
Cure.
f kept in a deep Jag.>
Kklney
t heals the longs. F. A. Shorties Λ Co.
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The True "L. F." I» a TimeTested Remedy of Reliable Efficacy

veyed

served,

doily

For Infante and Children.

"V/iih r.y own cr.d my family's expe®
rience we consider L. F· Atwoo·.
i::arVet.
Bitters the te*t medicine in the
certainly
is
it
For a spring medicine
oil»,
the test. It Is better than pills,
salts or other dlsacreeable modicir.es
more
acceptand Is more easily taken,
its
able to the stomach, mere gentle In
efaction, and more beneficial in its
L.
of
bottle
one
fects. I would prefer
F. Atwood's Bitters to two doctors.
Me.
R. H. Sbarlks, W. Farmington.

Heading is 110' a lost art to the same
is recognized.
Foley's Kidney Cure degree that conversation is, but It has
the menu.
Some black coffee in tiny cups after will prevent tbe development of fatal In most cases an arrested development
the courses are removed, with cut sugar, disease if taken in time. F. A. Shurtleff through so much reading that makes
no demand upon aesthetic sensibility,
tnd, though contrary to Oriental cus- & Co.
to a fine
tom, offer cream.
Mri. Yon Blumer—I complimented so that one Is apt to bring
A few drops of lavender, a leaf of rose
full of delicate shades of thought
your husband yesterday on his skill in story
iavendar
of
or
a
gives
sprig
geranium
aud feeling the same mind which he
care of the baby.
water in the finger taking
iweetness to the
Mrs. Dimpleton—0, dear, what did yields to a newspaper, putting a blunt
Ik>w1s. These should be placed before
do that for? He thinks he's only Interrogation as to Its meaning as consach guest between the heavier and jrou
playing with him.
terms of a rational

There's a pretty girl in an Alpine hat,
A sweeter girl with a sailor brim.
But the handsomest girl you'll ever see
Is the sensible girl who uses Rocky
Mountain Tea.
'. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. ; Orin Stevens.

Young Fish—"What

with all but the first

Gentler in its Action

One day u goat fouud a pile of toniat cults and proceeded to devour them.
Λ p^et passed that way and, gazing on
j
the goat, said:
visage ie that of a goat, but

"Thy
thy actions

nu

Spring Medicine· —More
and
Aoceptable to the Stomach

Beat of all

THOUSAND DOLLARS THROWN

Kidney complaint kills more people
Salads are good form with fish and
disease. This is due to
meat, but a salad course is more formal. than any other
Crackers and olives, cheese and salted the disease being so insidious that it
almonds should never be omitted from geta a good hold on the system before it

In Keeping. "Oh, Cecil, you have sat
lown to tea without having your hud·
raehed!"
"It doesn't matter, auntie; I'm eating
irown bread and butter."

»t her?"

A

A cloth of medium size is best suited
"You know," said Miss Kreecb, after
the comfort of the guests.
her solo, "I intend to go abroad to finish
Provide plenty of rolls or breqd.
my musical education."
At a large dinner two varieties of
"Why not finish it right now," sugHoup, fish, meat and game may be served gested Miss Cadley, "and save the exin separate courses, and two varieties of pense?"

are

The Foolish Goat

Tinker called while
you were away, mem,"
Mrs. Morgan—"Well, thank the Lord
that I waa out!"'
Margaret—"That'a what ahe said,
mem."

to

commendations. Bright eyes
ire windows to a woman's heart.
Hoïister's Rocky
Mountain Tea makes
(right eyes. 35 cents, Tea or Tablets.
f. A. Shurtleff A Co.; Orin Stevens.

An Aoin)*' Story For
Little PolKs

Margaret—"Mra.

Serving

—
3. Ten-ilin-ous.
No. 457.—Roman Numeration: D-anger. C-ruse. I-deal.

iloquent

kept

THAtTiCKLING

5. Lawful.

name.

have

Â~NIGHT~ÂLARM.

plant.

402.—Conueeted

Catarrh of the
Stomach.

Kodol

a

It for her constantly, bat
of course she only takes it now whan
anything disagrees with her. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
we

AWAY.
Mr. W. W. Baker, of Plainview, Neb.,
writes: "My wife had lung trouble for
We tried a number
over fifteen years.
of doctors and spent over a thousand
dollars without any relief. She was very
juice, or some okras previously boiled, low and I lost all hope, when a friend
often add just the right elements. Other suggested
trying Foley's Honey and Tar,
thanks be to this
soups, such as vegetable soup, may be which I did; and
greatly improved by adding carrots, win- (Treat remedy, it saved her life. She is
ter turnips, (white or yellow, first finely stronger and enjoys better health than
minced in a meat chopper and afterward she has ever known in teu years. We
boiled tender.) Another addition is a shall never be without Foley's Honey
handful of peas left over from the day and Tar and would ask those afflicted to
before, or an ear of corn previously boil- try it." F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
ed, then scraped and added to the mixIf a chicken soup is selected,
ture.
"The Post Office Department is going
nothing gives a better or more pleasant to put a atop to guessing contests in the
flavor than long slender tubes of macaro- newspapers."
"How I shall miss the daily weather
ni, and a few mushrooms or okras give a
sufficient body to the dish when ready to reporta!"
be served.
The lighter soups are better for a
formal dinner. The following-recipes
Worse than an alarm of fire at night ia
have been tested, and come down to us the brassy cough of croup, which sounds
from good authorities:
like the children's death knell and it
means death unless something is done
01'MHO A I.A CREOLE.
CHICKEN
and Tar never
No more delicious dishes are known quickly. Foley's Honey
fails to give instant relief and quickly
to the American table than those which
of
forms
cures the worst
croup. Mrs.
have their origin in the Creole kitchen.
P. L. Cordier, of Mannington,
Ky.,
This most toothsome soup is a favorite
writes: "My three-year-old girl had a
wherever it is known, and can be made
severe case of croup; the doctor said she
without undue extravagance if the day
could not live. I got a bottle of Foley's
be clioeen to follow one on which a roast
Honey and Tar, the firat dose gave
or boiled fowl has been served for dinrelief and saved her life." ReThe carcase and remnants, togeth- quick
ner.
fuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
er with a small bunch of eavoriee, an
onion, a sprig of parsley, one bay leaf, a
Constituent—"Now, Mr. Wunnout, I
stalk of celery and a blade of mace, can
wish you'd do your beet to get my boy a
be made into a most excellent stock. To
each quart add one quarter of a can of good government job." what can
your
Congressmen—"Well,
tomatoes, one-quarter of a pound of lean
son, do?"
liam cut into dice, one-quarter of a can
do?
he
can
Constitutent—"What
of oorn, and one onion cut into bits. Let
Great Scot't, man ! If he could do anythen
for
two
all cook slowly
hours,
thing I wouldn't be bothering you!"
strain, and to the liquid add one dozen
okras sliced, and the meat of two hardIN THE THROAT.
shelled crabs, which previously have
One minute after taking One Minute
been boiled. Return to the fire, and let
Cough Cure that tickling in the throat is
stew until the okras are well cooked.
It acts in the throat—not the
Season to taste, add twenty-five oysters gone.
stomach. Harmless—good for children.
free from all liquor, and serve instantly
A. L. Spofford, postmaster at Chester,
they are scalded.
Mich., says: "Our little girl was unB0UP.
VEGETARIAN
conscious from strangulation during a
Even in cool weather, soups made sudden and terrible attack of croup.
from vegetables without meat make an Three doses of One Minute Cough Cure
an hour apart speedily cured her.
agreeable variety, while they are always half
to be welcomed from the standpoint of I cannot praise One Minute Cough Cure
too much for what it has done in our
economy. To one quart of water allow
relief. Sold by
one pound of potatoee, peeled and cut family." It always gives
into dice, one pound of Jerusalem arti- F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
chokes also cut into dice, two ounces of
Easily Remedied. Auntie (to small
white carrots peeled and chopped fine.
niece who is not by any means the pink
1'ut all the ingredients into the soup pot
of perfection)—Oh, Milly, how naughty
with the water, which must be cold, and
are! Your nice, good little sister
let heat slowly until the boiling point is you
and brother can never be so bad.
reached. Skim carefully and add salt
Milly (saucily)—But I can soon teach
and white pepper to taste. Let all boil
them.
very gently until the vegetables are thoroughly soft, then strain through a fine
Bi.uk Island, III., Jan. 14, 1901.
sieve, pressing a little of the pulp through
Messrs. Ely Bros. :—I have used your
Serve
with a wooden spoon.
smoking Cream Balm in my family for nine years
hot with croutons. The vegetables re- and it has become
my family doctor for
aside
be
set
in
the
strainer
may
maining
colds in the head. I used it freely on
until next day, then mashed, and mixed
my children. It is a Godsend to chilwith an equal quantity of finely-chopped dren.
Yours respectfully.
cold meat, seasoned, made into cakes
J. Kimball.
or
breakfast
and fried, either
for
Messrs. Ely Bros. :—I suffered greatly
luncheon.
with catarrh and tried different remedies
without effect. After using one bottle of
uui ιυ.ΐ'.τ.
ιιιιγκκλ
your Cream Balm I found relief and I
No form of chicken soup is more deli- cannot praise too highly such a remedy.
cate than this one, which is especially
Miss Coba Willabd, Albany, Ν. Y.
well adapted to luncheons. For twelye
of
three
"What is the secret of your success?"
persons allow a plump chicken
pounds in weight, a sprig of parsley, one asked the very young man.
small
onion.
a
and
of thyme, a bay leaf
"In buying," said the old horse dealer,
Clean the chicken, wipe it carefully with "I look sharp and in selling I look just
a damp cloth and cut into joints, then as
ignorant as I can."
place in the soup kettle with the cold
water and half a teaepoonful of salt.
Importent to Mother·.
Stand over a slow tire and let simmer
gently for two hours and a half, then add Examine carefully erery bottle of CABTORIA,
the other ingredients and let cook for an ft aafe and «are remedy for Infant· and children,
hour longer, strain and stand aside until and see that it
perfectly cold. Skim off all the grease,
add the white of one egg beaten to a
froth, return to the fire and let boil
slowly until perfectly clear. Season to In Ua· For Over 80 Tear·.
taste with salt and white pepper and
The Kind Yoa Bm Always Bought.
strain through cheese cloth. Serve in
for
in
for
dinner,
luncheon,
plates
cups
The young woman had just said no.
with a tablespoonful of whipped cream
Have you ever been rejected before,
on
each.
floating
Mr. Huddleeton? she asked, sympathizCLAMS.
S0FT-8HELI.
OF
ΙΙΙβ^ΓΚ
ingly and almost tenderly.
Once, be said, a spasm of pain contortBy far the most delicately flavored
and delectable of clam soups is the one ing bis features at the recollection. By
made from soft-shell clams, such as ordi- a life insurance company. I tell you it
narily come to market in bunches. Se- hurt.
lect those of fair size and allow twentyTHE SUNSHINE OF SPRING.
live, or one bunch, to each quart of soup.
Tbe Salve that cures without a scar is
Cut off all the necks and tough portions,
Salve.
and put them in a sauce pan with one DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Cuts,
pint of cold water. Cover tightly and Burns, Boils, Bruises and Piles disaplet stew slowly for one hour, then strain pear before the use of this salve as snow
and to the water add the soft portions of before the sunshine of spring. Miss H.
the clams which have been chopped fine. M. Middleton, Thebes, 111., says: "I was
Kub one generous tablespoonful of but- seriously afflicted with a fever sore that
ter with one and one-half tablespoonfuls was very
painful. DeWitt's Witch
of fiour to a cream, add to the clam Hazel Salve cured me in less than a
liquor, and stir antil the boiling point is week." Get the genuine. Sold by F. A.
reached. Just before serving add one Shurtleff & Co.
pint of rich milk and stir continuously
Edith! tbe old gentleman bawled from
until the mixture juet reaches the boilof the stairs, you just ask your
ing point, but do not let it bubble. Add the head
near
salt and pepper to taste, and serve im- young man if he doesn't think it's
mediately. After the milk is added bedtime.
Very well, pa, replied the dear girl in
there is danger of curdling if the soup
be allowed to boil or even to stand for the parlor, then, after a pause:
Jack says yes, if you're sleepy, go to
any length of time. The thickened clam
juice may, however, be prepared well in bed, by all means.
advance and kept hot until served.
DESERVED POPULARITY.
This is a delicious soup and suitable
Liver
either for lunch or dinner. It is exTo cure Constipation and
tremely nourishing, on account of the troubles by gently moving the bowel·
use of milk as an ingredient, and is and acting as a tonic to the liver, take
suitable for children or invalids, as are Little Early Risers. These Famous LitA little chopped tle Pills are mild, pleasant and harmless,
rither milk soups.
parsley may be added if desired.—New but effective and sure. Their universal
Idea.
use for many years is a strong guarantee of their popularity and usefulness.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
of Dinner.

suffered as I
did and lived.
The pain in my
No. tut.—All About OH.
so
was
back
W—d and 1—r are two common subbad that I
stances that are preserved by oiling.
could not sleep
R—r. a—k aud e—h are common subI
at
night.
stances that are iujured by oiling.
ci.-.'ld not ride
a. c. srHAGUE.
M—y you oil to set iu motion.
enable even
a horse aud sometimes v.-n
T—e w—s you oil to reduce to a state
My cuudulutt was crit- of reft.
to ride in a car.
ical when I sent for Doan's Kidney l'ills.
T—e h—r is a part of the head that
t used three boxes and they cured me. should be naturally oily.
Now I can go anywhere aud do as much
O— e oil is the commonest palatable
I sleep well and feel no dis- oiL
as anybody.

comfort at all."
A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Sprague will
be mailed on application to any part of
the United S'ates. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn Co.. Rnffalo, Ν. Y.

are

pea, and even if one
cook-book there are ramification· of the
art that only a connoiseur knows. ▲
good soup is the tonic of the dinner. It
should be tasty, appetizing in flavor, and
served hot; not the lukewarm mees that
one is often compelled to eat, which Is1
the case at many a formal function.
As a matter of convenience, there ate
always to be bad by the housekeeper
certain brands of well-known canned
soups that in themselves form an excellent foundation for a lunoheon or dinner
course.
The cheapest have some possibilities, while those of a better grade
hold their own with good home-made
soups. For inexperienced housekeeper*
it is well to state that these soups need
some treatment before their flavor is at
its best. Home makers who have carefully studied culinary flavors often add
vegetables of one kind or another to give
the required taste. If a tomato soup is
selected, a sprig or two of parsley, some
croutons (square pieces of fried bread), a
few drope of kitchen bouquet, or onion

Yet I am sure my charms do not declinePew have a face so gused upon as mine!
They say that for the hour men look on

lowing should convint·*» every skeptic.
A. C. Sprague. stock dealer, of Normal,
111., writes: "For two whole years I
was doing nothing but buying medicines
not

4.

MIK-EiIru·.
Doctors watch roe oft with curious eye.
Perhaps you'll think I am about to die
And that 1 nearly have run out my race.
Time has marked his hand upon my face.

either very negligent or very skeptical. Neglect of kidney disorders leads to
dropsy, diabetic, Bright'» disease and
other fatal diseases.
Sincere, honest testimony like the fol-

n

endleu reoi'
follow· a reliable

No.

are

Indigestion

W. H. Winchester,

suffering

Yet other thousands are
day from these same ills.

Easy Soup Making.

In soap making there

GIVE YOUR STOMACH ▲ REST.
Your food moat be properly directed
end aaalmilated to be of açy reine to
yon. If yoor stomach I· week ordieeeeed take Kodol Dyapepaia Care. It
digeeta whet you eat end give· the atomeon e rest, enabling it to recuperate,
take on new life ead grow atrong again.
Kodol curee eour atomaeh, gaa, bloating,
heart palpitation, and all digestive dteordera. -L. A. Soper, of Little Rock,
KyM writea us: "We feel that Kodol
Dyapepaia Core deserve» all the commendation thet can be given It, as it
saved the life of our little girl whenske
She is now six and
wes three yeare old.
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nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

to

Dn

remove

they

as

are

without bolts.
50 cts.

D°W* *"d

Gteorge

50 cts.^i Week at

W.

Hobbs'

Variety Store, NMny.
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put

